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art proposal " c
0 Agency concerned about quote used in project
By Scott Carlson
News Editor
One of two Columbia faculty
members commissioned by the city
of Chicago to create a work of art
for the city's Public Art Program
said his proposal has been delayed
because of concern over its content.
Adam Brooks, a professor in
Columbia's Art and Design
Department and coordinator of fine
arts, was commissioned by the
Program to design art for a Blue
Line station. He said he is currently
participating in ·'a back-and-forth
conversation·· about the content of
his project with CTA officials.
"At this stage, it's not absolutely
final; · Brooks said.
Earlier in March, the Art and
Design Department atmounced two
faculty members had won conunissio ns from the city of Chicago
Public An Program. Brooks and
Louise LeBourgeois. adjunct professor and a fonner artic;;t-in-rcsidence. were awarded public property space to fashion permanent
works of an based on proposals
requested by the Public Art
Prognun.
LeBourgeois was awarded space
Charles KushneriThe Chronicle

Craig Kamrath , a s enior majo ring in Photogra phy at Co lumbia, fills o ut a teacher e valua tion fo rm.
Faculty members say the S cantron method of e va luation is 'overd ue for a major revisio n.'

at the 17th District police station,
4650 N. Pulaski Road, where her
paintings will be projected onto the
panes of a glass curtain wall.
Brooks was given space at the
newly renovated Pulaski station
along the Blue Line route.
However, while LeBo urgeois
said she has received her contract
for her proposal, Brooks said his
proposal has not yet been fmalized
with the Chicago Transit Authority.
Brooks' proposed art proj ect
would make use of the two diagonally facing walls on either side of
the station's escalator traveling up
to the platform. as well as the wall
above the escalators that faces
patrons coming down from the platform. According to Brooks, one of
the main principles of the art projects was a stipulation that it would
be done in mosaic tile because of its
durability and its lack of damage
potential from graffiti.
While Brooks did not want to
divulge the majority of his proposars content. he said he worked with
the tile request by relying on text
and quotes. containing what he
called ··a fairly strong sociopolitical
engagement. n

See Public Art P age 10

Congress cab crunch

Evaluating the evaluation process
head of the classroom, and students
get their chance to evaluate their educators via a Scantron form and a No.
2 pencil.
Students rate their
teachers' skills, the
school monitors the
teachers'
progress
,.~~
based on the ratings
.~~ :;..,1.,
and teachers use the

By Lisa Balde
Managing Editor
t signals the end of every
semester. Teachers throughout the college excuse themselves from their spots at
the
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Columbia. The school, like other
private schools in Chicago, has traditiona!l y used a Likert Scale that
gives students the option of reporting
their teachers' effectiveness based on
a I to 5 scale.
Columbia's universal evaluation
form lists 20 statements about the
class's structure, teacher and class
work and instructs students to
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classes based on
the
students'
self-prescribed
needs.
T
h e
teachereva.l·
u a t io n
process is
n ot hin g
n e w ,
espe_
cial.ly
at

or disStatements such as "Classroom
time is spent productively" and
'This course helps me to express my
ideas more clearly," as well as an
open space ncar the bottom used for
"other observat.tons" about the cIass,
encompass the college's No. I
method for gauging its teachers.
But college officials across the
country are beginning to more carefully question the Scantron scale that
students have become so fatniliar

A taxi cab c rashe d into the front pillars of the
Congress
Parkway Building on Marc h 18. Darius Ward, a music business major at Columbia who witness ed the a ccident, said
the taxi was driving southbound on Wabash Avenue when it
was broadsided by a westbound miniva n on Congress
Parkway. A building m a nager s aid there was no s tructural
damage to the building.

See Evaluations Page 10
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MONDAY
Columbia's Radio Department, National Audio Theater
Festivals, WBEZ-FM and the Office of the Provost present
"An Evening of Radio Theater," a live performance of radio
dramas, both old and new, including an episode of "The
Shadow," a show popularized by Orson Welles.
The performances start at 7 p.m. in the Concert Hall in the
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. Admission is free for
Columbia students, and $15 for the public. For more information, call (3 12) 344-820 I.
TUESDAY
The monthly "LW1Ch Drum Circles" series performs, featuring Horace Brown as drum master.
The ''Drum Circle" series features various drum leaders
performing while promoting a communal experience for
Columbia students through music. Students, faculty and
staff are encouraged to bring a percussion instrument and
join the circle of music.
The event starts at I p.m. in the Hokin Gallery in the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The event is
free and open to the public. For more information. call (312)
344-7188.
WEDNESDAY
The Wednesday Screening Series presents "X-Trerne
Screen,'' short films produced by students in Columbia's
Film and Video Department
The screening starts at 6 p.m. in Room 302 of the 1104
Center. 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Admission is free. For more
information, call (3 12) 344-6708.
THURSDAY
Jazz violinist Diane Delin performs in concert with her
ensemble at Columbia's Concert Hall of the Music Center,
1014 S. Michigan Ave. Del in toured with the Frank Sinatra
Orchestra from 1991 to 1994, has performed with Ray
Charles, Gladys Knight and Smokey Robinson, and played
for President Clinton.
The concert begins at 12:30 p.m. Admission is free. For
more information, call (312) 344-6179.
FRIDAY
Columbia's Musewn of Contemporary Pho«>graphy In
the AlcxandroffCampus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., and
the FICtion Writing Department's Story Week Festival of
Writers present a panel discussion about the implications of
mixing words and imagn.
Rod Slemmons, exhibition curator and director of the
mUJCUm, moderaks a panel of artistS and scholars, inchlding WJ.T. Mitchell; Gaylord IJonnclley of the University of
Chica¥o; Randy Alben, chairman of Columbia's Fiction
Writini Department; Mau Siber, exhibitini artill; and Lynn
Sloan phutographcr, writer and pholoavaphy instructor at
Columbia.
The ditcuuion t.1kct piau at 6 p.m. Admlulon Is free.
hK inf!1fTNiion, call the m~m at (3 12) 344-7104.
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Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief
Same rights for same-sex marriage
don't get upset at police for giving me enough tickets to wallpaper my walls three thick. It's my
fault; the cops are just doing their
jobs-even if they might not agree
with the laws they' re enforcing.
I can respect that.
I don't respect Eliot Spitzer.
The dynamic New York state
attorney general best known for
going after Wall Street swindlers
has, in recent weeks, seemed to fall
back on his scruples: He's added his
name to the list of officials who have
looked the other way as marriage
licenses were issued to same-sex
couples.
Such licenses aren't valid because
the dated law in New York, like all
states, says only men and women
can get hitched.
He's not alone in his seemingly
pure intentions.
Dozens of mutineer officialssuch as New Paltz, N.Y., Mayor
Jason West and San Francisco
Mayor Gavin Newsom-have decided to interpret or wholly ignore a
law they don't agree with or support.
The law in question limits marriage to strictly male-female relationships. They say they' re standing
up for something they believe in.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
also stood up to something he didn't
agree witt.-he thought blacks were
second-class citizens.
In 1963, Wallace moved to ensure
Alabama public schools remained
segregated despite a federal court
ruling otherwise. Like many
Southern governors of the day,
Wallace refused to honor the
requests of President John F.
Kennedy and Attorney General
Robert F. Kennedy, arguing that the

I

5 years.ago in
The ChroDicle
The Dance Center almost didn't
happen.
As reported in the March 22, 1999,
edition of The Chronicle, the college's
plans to move the Dance Center into
the building at 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
were llalled after the college learned
about another development in the area.
The old Dance Center was located at
4730 N. SheridAn Road, more than
seven miles away from it.t current site.
In the end, the move went throuah
IJ1d the DllllCe Center be!IM callln11 the
South Loop Ill home In 2000.
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U.S. Constitution put the onus on
states.
It all came to a head in the summer of 1963, when Wallace stood in
the doorway of the enrollment office
at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa to personally block two
black students !Tom registering for
classes.
He thought the law was wrong. He
thought it was his job to right it.
(Such a maverick streak is apparently quite common in Alabama.
Last year, after months of negotiating, a federal court forced Alabama
Chief Justice Roy Monroe to remove
a 2-ton monument depicting the I 0
Commandments !Tom his court's
rotunda.)
And while they may be on opposite sides of the moral spectrum,
Wallace's flagrant resistance of the
law mirrors that of the modem
politicians who have issued faux
marriage licenses across the nation.
They're both crusaders.
It's not their job. Sometimes
standing up for what you believe in
is against the law.
Just ask Gov. Rod Blagojevich's
sister-in-law, Deborah Mell.
She was arrested earlier this
month for protesting in support of
same-sex marriages in Cook County.
Me II is also the daughter of 33rd
Ward Alderman Richard F. Mell,
who said he supports his daughter.
The problem is, Cook County
Clerk David Orr is standing his
ground . He's come under major
pressure to violate a law he openly
disagrees with. And he refuses to
issue marriage licenses.
After officials across the country
started issuing same-sex marriage
licenses last month, local advocates

put the pressure on Orr and Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley to do the
same.
Both said they support gay marriages but Orr, the guy who issues
marriage license in Cook County,
said he couldn't go against the law.
As the head licensor of the second
largest county in the country, Orr's
issuing of same-sex marriage licenses would make Cook County the
largest area of supported same-sex
marriages in America.
But it's not going to happen, at
least not any time soon.
In Illinois, the law says only men
can marry women or vice versa. And
it's up to the legislators, not Orr, to
change state policy, he said.
" I'm fed up with people being discriminated against because of their
sexual orientation," Orr said at a
press conference. "We can't even
pass a law that eliminates discrimination against gay couples. [But]
whatever you do, when it comes to
challenging laws, you want it to be
effective and not knee jerk."
TI!at's exactly what officials who
have issued licenses have done.
Some would call them progressive.
Others call them zealots. I say
they' re moving too fast.
Let the people of Illinois make the
decision. Let the legislators make the
decision about whether gays and lesbians are second-class citizens, just
as Wallace thought blacks were.
I don't need a maverick politician
to tell me I have a right to marry
whomever I want.
I'd like to know what you think
about same-sex marriages. E-mail
me at ccoates@chroniclemail.com.
Your comments will be featured in a
future column

current position as assistant director
for academic advising April I.
Grauel took over the position of
administrative assistant to the associate
provost from Aimee Algas on March
IS. Grauel earned a Bachelor of Arts
from California State University and a
Master of Fine Arts from the Art
Institute of Chicago.

late Fred Fine is scheduled for Friday,
April 2 at the Dance Center of
Columbia, 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
The memorial is free and open to the
public:. For more information, c:all
(3 12) 344-8182.
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•
Valerie Landon, Columbia alumnn and fonncr WGCI·FM radio morning show host, died March 6 after suffering a heart attack. She was 39.
Landon sraduuted from Colwnbla In
1987 with a bachelor's degn:c in communication.
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Former Columbia
musical director,
composer dies at 71
0 Composer conducted music 'until the very end'
· By Kwame Abasl Patterson

His benchmarks included being
the co-founder and musical direcColumbia's artistic director at tor of the Symphony of the New
the Center for Black Music World in New York. He served as
Research,
Coleridge-Taylor. -the symphony's musical director
Perkinson, died Mar. 9 in from 1972 to 1973.
Additionally, Perkinson served
Chicago. The composer, conductor, professor and pianist passed as the musical director for the
away at the age of 71 following a Negro Ensemble Company, the
Ailey Dance Company, Dance
two-mo nth battle with cancer.
Perkinson or "Perk," as he was Theater of Harlem and the
also known, worked in the Center American Theater Lab, while also
for Black Music Research begin- acting as the guest composer to
ning in 1998 as a coordinator and several other orchestras.
Furthermore, Perkinson worked
a.d viser for the performance prowith various celebrities within the
gram, Ensemble Stop-Time.
The group of Ch'icago musi- music and film industries. In
cians performed and studied the Europe, Perkinson played piano
similarities of various black music in famed drummer Max Roach 's
vernaculars such as gospel and jazz quartet. He composed and
jazz, according to Morri s A. arranged for a variety of singers,
Phibbs, assistant director for out- such as Donald Byrd, Marvin
' reach and development at the Gaye and Harry Belafonte.
Center for Black Music Research. Perkinson also composed and
"Perkinson was the director and conducted scores for theatrical,
conductor for the New Black television and documentary and
Music Repertory Ensemble. He feature films, including A Warm
starring
Sidney
took 50 musicians and brought December,
them together to create a fusion of Poitier.
black music and other classical . Even before his death, artists
and orchestras paid tribute to
forms of music," Phibbs said.
Associate Edler

Middle East meets West
0 Free nine-week Arabic language course a trial run for permanent class
By Rochelle s. Russo
Baheej Kleif, who offered to languages
count
as-are
Staff Writer

Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson conducts in
He composed
and arranged for Marvin Gaye and Harry Belafonte and worked
at Columbia until January, two months before his death.
Perkinson was best known,
however, as a composer. His
musical career started in New
York where he was born in 1932.
Destined to hold the conductor's
baton, he was named after Samuel
Coleridge-Taylor, a black British
composer and conductor in the
1890s.
After graduating from New
York's High School for Music and
Art, Perkinso n studied composition at the Manhattan School of
Music.
His popularity grew when he
moved to Europe to study conducting at the Berkshire Music
Center in Salzburg Mozarteum.
Based o n his culture and what he
learned in school, Perkinson combined several musical forms to
create one sound.
"He coold compose anything in
just about any format. Perk was
one of those people who can do it
all ," Phibbs said.

Perkinson.
The Chicago
Sinfonietta,
the
Moravian
Philharmonic Orchestra, flutist
Harold Jones, pianists John Cheek
and Karen Walwyn and cellist
Anthony Elliot have all recorded
from Perkinson's compositions.
While at Columbia, ,Perkinson
was known for being one of the
most determined, hard-working
people on staff, according to
Phibbs. In fact, Perkinson was
working on a piece of music in the
hospital up until the day he died .
"He was working until the very
end," Phibbs said. "No one can
replace a man like Perk because
of his abilities, uniqueness and
talents . He will be greatly
missed."
Perkinson worke(J at Columbia
until January 2004. He is survived
by his daughter, Jotte Thompson,
of Kansas City, Mo.; his sister,
Beverly Perki nson Thomas of
Houston; and two grandchildren.

The
Libera l
Education
Department kicked off a trial run
of a new Arabic language course
at Columbia March 18.
"The response has been amazing. The class is already full
and I have a waiting list of 20
people," said Foreign Language
Coordinator Carmelo Esterrich.
The course is free and doesn't
count for credit, but if the class
garners eno ugh interest it may
become a permanent, four-cred it
addition to the Columbia curriculum.
"The fact that we are meddling
into the Middle East is an important factor. I'm sure has to do
with post-9/1 1 and the war in
Iraq," Esterrich said .. "I think the
fact that it's free is also a reason."
Shawnecee Schneider, a television major at Columbia,
attempted to enroll in the free
course.
"I am really interested in the
course lingui stically and culturally," Schneider said. "I want to
represent Arab culture as something pos'it i ~e ,in :our society as
opposed ·to the' mig~live·connotations it ilas''received in the past
years."
The Center for Teaching
Excellence is funding the nineweek course, which is offered to
students, faculty or staff members at Col umbia. The class
began March 18, and is held
every Thursday from 3:45 p.m.
to 4:45 p.m. until the end of this
semester.
·

teach the class free of charge in requ ired to graduate, not many
the past, teaches the trial run of students have enrolled in foreign
the course.
language classes.
"There is beautiful poetry in
"It's a struggle for us to even
Arabic," Kleif said. " Arabs are offer a second-level language,"
very much in tune with rhythm." Esterrich said. "Don't even talk
A professor at Columbia, Kleif about level three," which is only
was born and raised in Nazareth, offered in Spanish.
Israel and Arabic is his native
Due to the huge s tudent intertongue. .
est, the Arabic course has the
Kleif said he is not sure if he potential to change the way foro r someone else will teach the eign language classes are viewed
Arabic class o nce it becomes at Columbia. Schneider was
permanent.
unable to get into the free course
" I don't know. I teach two this year and could be put o n the
classes and we haven' t discussed waiting list for the Arabic class
it really," Kleif said. "Mr. that may be offered next year.
Esterrich is the burning flame
Japanese, Spanish, French and
behind this course. He is very Italian are c urrently offered
admirable. Give him any program through the Liberal Education
and he will make it happen."
Department. Arabic is being conEsterrich helped expand the sidered as a permanent fourLiberal Education Department credit class.
by creating the cultural studies
Before a class is permanently
maj or, which encourages enroll- added, a pilot course must be
ment in foreign languages w ithin offered for two semesters. The
the college.
preliminary class known as the
"Expanding o ur languages to pilot course needs to be offered
non-Western languages is impor- for two semesters. The course is
tant," Esterrich said. "It's a little then applied to the Sc hool
more diffic ult to justi fy a foreign Curriculum Committee of one of
language major at an arts col- the
three schools
within
lege."
Columbia, which are the School
Esterrich said one way to of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the
make foreign languages better at School of Media Arts, and the
Columbia is to change the way School of Fine and Performing
the school's general education is Arts.
designed.
Once the Arabic class is well
"There's been a lot of serious on its way, Esterrich said he
talk about rearranging the gener- wants to create a course around a
al education," Esterrich said.
Nigerian
language
called
Because only nine humanity Yoruba.
credits- which is what foreign
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Cultural Studi~
progrant boonling
0 Graduate program may lie in course's future
offered in film.
'They are teaching us to become
leaders, and like I told my teacher,
The Cultural Studies Program decolonize our minds. If you want
may be Columbia's best-kept to know how this world really
secret. Two years after its inception, works, become a cultural studies
teachers and students are still excit- major," Roberts said.
ed about the program. And cultural
Erin Polle, a freshman cultural
studies has already surpassed studies major, decided on the proexpectations, even though it is one gram to gain a liberal arts degree
of only three undergraduate pro- that would make her a well-rounded
grams of its kind offered in the teacher.
country.
"It's stuff I thought you could
Carmela Esterrich, the director of never learn in college," Polle said.
the Cultural Studies Program, was "I also like the fact that all of the
originally told by the dean that there classes that are in the program are
might only be five cuiJural studies classes that you wouldn't think to
majors. After two years, there are take, like Puerto Rico and Post53.
coloniality."
" It's growing at the speed of
According to Esterrich, this prolight," Esterrich said. " We had gram fills a niche for students who
freshmen applying for Columbia want to be in the arts, but don' t necCollege this year for cultural stud- essarily want to find a job as a direcies. And I remember asking, 'How tor or journalist. He recommends
did you find out about this?"'
that each student takes the general
Some students have switched education class,. Introduction to
from their current major to cultural Cultural Studies.
studies. Alice Van Slyke, who
"As a general education course, I
majored in interpreter training and think it is useful for every citizen of
then early childhood education, did the world, not only Columbia stujust that. As she was on the verge dents. . . . These are things that
of transferring out of Columbia, she everyone should be aware of,"
decided to try cultural studies.
Esterrich said.
"It has really opened my eyes to a
Freshman Ren Barger feels the
lot of things that I didn't recognize same way. She said she feels that
before," Van Slyke said, "about the the program has helped her to
world [and] about myself. And it become a more critical thinker,
has allowed me to take a lot of something she wants to share with
classes and get a degree and know everyone.
exactly what I want to do."
"[The Cultural Studies Program)
Van Slyke, who was one of the encapsulates, I think, so many disciftrst students to switch to cultural plines of things. No matter what
studies, plans to graduate in May. your passion is, you can apply it to
She is one of two cultural studies · cultural studies," Barger said.
majors graduating this year, the frrst
Students and teachers agree that
graduates of the program.
the best thing about the program is
Brian Roberts also switched the small class size. The more
majors. Initially, he was in film, but advanced the class the smaller the
in cultural studies, he found some- number of students.
thing different than what he was
By Nykeya W09d1
Staff Writer

See Cultural Studies Page 7

Andrew J . ScotVThe Ctvonlcle

Jay Wolke, chairman of the Art and Design Departmen~. launches two r~c?rs March 19 in fr~ntgt
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Waba~h A~e. Not ~he Batmobile .(!eft), made by ra Y
Polowy, a junior in Product Design, races aga1n~t The Upstde-Down Sem1, made by woodshop

'Ibe race is on

0 Art & Design students mix creativity with trash talk for derby and exhibit
By Andrew Greiner

News Editor
Imagine an upside-down,
model big rig barreling down a
jei-black track with flames
shooting up from under its tractor trailer.
This boss big rig was one of
the derby carts that made tracks
March 19 outside of the Hokin
Gallery Annex, 623 S. Wabash
Ave , in the Art and Design
Department's first miniderby
race.
But thi s is no average
pinewood derby. This race has
some art and design flair.
The owner-operator of thi s
scaled-down semi is Chris Kerr,
one of the managers of the
woods hop on the 1Oth floor of
the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Kerr said his truck would definitely going to take first place in
the derby race, but then again
most of the contestants say their
cart wi ll take top honors.
"There has been a lot of trash
· talking around t~e woodshop
about who's goin'g io win," Kerr
said.
The miniderby sets off a nearly monthlong exhibition of Art
and Design Department work in
the Hokin Gallery. The gallery
exhibit will feature most of the
carts in the race and the 6 foot
tall , 24-foot long racetrack. A
viaeo of the actual race will be
looped o n tel evisions in the
gallery, said Eloise Dahl, parttime coordinator of the Hokin
Gallery.
Dahl contacted the Art and
Design
Department
about
exhibiting some of its work,
because the gallery hasn't shown
a woodworking ex hibit in a
while, she said.
"I contacted them .because I
have a fasc ination Wlth woodwork," Dahl said . "I didn't have

anything specific in mind origi- . Some other cart designs
nally, but I wasn't expecting a include a shopping cart, a rollerderby."
skate and Zimpels' ode to fishKerr and Jim Zimpel, the other in g.
woodshop manager and co-curaKerr and Zimpel said they
tor of the derby, said they didn't aren't quite sure how the judging
have anything in mind when will take place. Different catethey were contact~ about doing gories will appear for the racers
to win, such as " fastest down the
the show either.
Kerr and Zimpe l said they track" and " best design." They
weren't sure what · work they may continue the voting through
the exhibit's gallery run, they
could exhibit at the gallery.
"It's not like we exactly have said.
old projects laying around,"
"We are trying to encourage a
ballot system for voting on the
Zimpel said.
"The main reason we did [the aesthetics," Kerr said.
derby) was to get our work aides
A " Best in Show" award will
familiar with the tools," Kerr most likely win the coveted
said. "A lot of work a ides can't "wooden sparkplug" trophy,
even use the tools. This project which was designed and made
gets them involved. And it's a by Bernard Wideroe, an Art and
lot of fun for people in the Design Department faculty
shop," Kerr said.
member. Wideroe was the last
Kerr said some of the work artist to be featured in a C-Space
Gallery with wood as a medium,
aides were skeptical .at first.
"[But] trash talking got a lot of Dahl said.
people into it," he said.
Dahl said she is happy to see
Each of ihe shop's 14 work another woodworking display on
aides made a cart for the race campus.
and the show, and most share
"Product design, furniture and
Kerr's zeal for top cart honors.
woodwork are not displayed
Tiffany Carrington, one of the enough," Dahl said. "I don ' t
workshop aides, designed a car know why."
with little front wheels and 12" It's great for Art and Design
inch rear wheels. Her cart fea- to use the gallery that's in the
tures three bobblehead dolls that same building as the shop. It ties
represent her kids.
them together," Dahl said.
" Mine is going to win.
Kerr and Zimpel agree that the
Everybody
knows
this," best thing to come out of the race
Carrington said.
and exhibit is the heightened
Amber Cook, another work involvement for the work aides.
aide, is one of the few who is
"It gets them out and around
fazed by the stiff cart competi- the shop and o n the tools. We
tion. Her car features miniature would rather [have) them workclay animals that represent ing on the tools. It is time well
everyone in the workshop.
spent," Zimpel said .
" Ours is going to lose, and I' m
"It is important to acknowlOK with that," Cook said.
edge work aides because they
Bobblehead dolls, clay fig- are hired because they are excepurines and a capsized fire-spout- tional in some way ... Because if
ing semitrailer sound p retty Columbia didn 't have work
extravagant for a race, but like aides life would be a lot harder,"
Kerr said, "We are an art and Dahl said.
design shop."
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Scholarships
Applications are now available for this unique scholarship program.
Learn more and pick up an
application by visiting:

Scholarship winners receive:

• Grants
Up to$ 3000 to help complete projects in
all f ields of the arts and communications

• Opportunities
To work with leading professional in
Chicago's communications industry

• Spring Showcases

C-Spaces Galleries
312.344.7696
Student Activities
623 S. Wabash -Suite 313
312.344.7459

In the Hokin Gallery
Application Deadline : April 5, 2004
http:/jwww.colum.edu/student-affairsjstudent_life/index.html

-

I

for undergraduates at Columbia College Chicago
Deadlines To Apply For Scholarships Are Around the Corner!
AcademiC EICIIIIDCI
Award
Deadline: March 15, 2004

Alben Weisman
Scllolanblp
Deadline: Early April

Davllllubln ScbolanhiP
Deadline: April 1, 2004

11111 F111 Dare
lcllelanllll
Deadline: Early March

llnllll CIIIWIV
lcllelanllll
Deadline: March 15, 2004

11111111111111
lclll llnllll
Da&dline· April 1, 2004

Fill An Students

Photograpbv Students

Pougialis Fine Arts Award

Kodak Scholarship

Fashion Deslgn/AEMM
Students

AI Parker Scholarship

Precious Lashley Fashion
Scholarship

Sellar Sem11ar Stullelts

AEMM Students

Jane Alexandroff Senior Project
Award

The Chuck Suber Scholarship

All StullellS
Michael Fryfewlcz

hi'IV Clllldbltd
Ellucadon Students Joan

Radio Students

Televlslen Stulleltl
AI Lira Scholarship
Edward L. and Marsha E. Morris
Scholarship •
Thaine Lyman Scholarship

and Irving Harris Scholarship

Musical Tlleater
Stulllltl

Fiction Wr1t111 Students

Batty Garratt Musical Theater
Scholarship Fund

Sylvia McNair Travel Story
Scholarahlp

Jeur11111m ltullll ll
John FI1Chotll Scholorehlp

Tlleater Stulleltl
David TIJibot Cox Scholllrshlp
Fund
Freahm11n Achlavem nt Award

Michael Merritt
Scholarship/Designer-InResidence

NEWII
lrv Kupcient Scholarship for
students majoring In
Journalism, Television or
Radio.
Patricia McCarty Scholarship
Fund for students majoring In
Marketing.

IDDIIcltlonsare
available at
Student Financial Services,
600 s. Michigan, Room 303
omce of Enrollemant
Management,
600 S. Michigan, Room 300
Academic Advtatng,

e23 S. Wabash, Room 300
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A glimpse into
the PR lifestyle
.0 Instructor was Harold Washington's press head
By Lynne Pesavento

Their time together ended in
1987. with the death of the mayor,
which led Miller to another step in
Ballet brought marketing and his career. Miller decided to write
communications faculty member a book, Harold Washington: The
Alton Miller to Chicago in 1983, Mayor, The Man in 1989 to allay
but it was the two-step of politics the myths and tales surrounding
that drew him to choreograph the life of the former mayor.
words and media relations for the While working on the piece. he
city 's government and former decided to publish another book
Mayor Harold Washington.
. containing Washington's speechDefined as a "resource that es.
While writing the books, Miller
never stops giving," by Director
of Public Relations Studies r--------, worked as a freelance
Mort Kaplan, and "a phewriter and edited a polinomenal person, strong in·
tics segment in Chicago
Times magazine. In
his convictions ... passionate about his work," by for1990, he began teachmer
student
Lauren
ing political and govftllfll.f
ernmental public relaQuinlan, Miller has made
his mark on Chicago.
tions
part-time at
Miller worked for Washington Columbia.
~s his press secretary and speechAlmost a decade later, Miller
writer. Miller began his career became a full-time faculty memwith the mayor in 1985, following ber at Columbia, while remaining
a history of working in public a political communications conrelations.
sultant on a part-time basis.
"A press secretary is a confi"Probably, he may be one of the
dant, a strategist, a sounding greatest human resources we have
board, a wordsmith .... I was there here [at Columbia] because of his
to help filter each event on knowledge on government, poli[Washington's] schedule and tics, the computer age and his
focus its impact through the willingness to serve on countless
media," Miller said.
college committees," Kaplan said.
Born in Washington, D.C.,
Today Miller freelances, but
Miller began in high school what most of his time is devoted to
would become his occupation at writing his thesis on Washington,
the Washington Theater Club, a he said. As if teaching, consulting
small theater in the city-he and writing were not enough,
designed ads and wrote press Miller also has a pending master's
releases. Miller was then hired on degree from Goddard College in
as a director of public relations at Vermont.
the larger, Arena Stage and about
Inspired by John F. Kennedy
eight years later took a position as and Lyndon B. Johttson, Miller
manager of the Washington Ballet. also gleans inspiration from the
Eventually, Miller's manage- faculty and students of Columbia.
"Columbia teachers are. damn
ment skills brought him to the
Chicago City Ballet. Before long, interesting-they're not locked up
he was asked to work as press sec- in an ivory tower, and our continretary for Washington. Miller said uing dialogue on issues of the day
Washington was not looking for a is informed by a thousand differmember of the media to handle his ent perspectives," Miller said.
public relations, because he want- "Our graduates are the producers
ed someone who would remain of culture, in all its forms. But to
loyal to him.
do that with integrity ... they need
Miller said that in arts public immersion within a broadly
relations and the theater business, diverse, representative communieverything is "results-oriented," ty, like the real-world community
counting backward from the first they're about to take charge of."
performance. According to him,
Alton Miller also is a student at
any unit, politics included, bene- Columbia. He has taken classes in
fits from that approach. After all, fiction writing (like Jack Kerouac,
Miller said, "Politics is one part Miller said he once had dreams of
chess, three parts boxing."
writing the "Great American
Miller and Washington met Novel"), art and design and scievery day and drove into the inner ence and math. With so much
city from Hyde Park together so going on, he still finds time to
they could have a few minutes to keep up a few websites, where he
discuss the events of the day and posts articles pertaining to current
focus.
events and the effects of market"[Washington] worked incredi- ing and communications on
bly hard, from early in the morn- humanity. Miller said that being a
ing straight on through to his full-time teacher and a full-time
evening events, and he hardly ever student, he is finally at a point in
had more than· a few minutes to his life where everything he has
adjust to the new demands of his learned and experienced makes
next meeting or event," Miller sense.
said.

Staff Writer

Work-study jobs up for grabs
0 Students say campus jobs are better for scheduling, campus involvement
By Nykeya Woods

dents in community service jobs.
Columbia has met this requirement.
Currently, there are 26
Several work-study jobs are
still available on campus and Columbia students working for
students who have a work-study
nonprofit organizaaward are guaranteed jobs.
tions. These j o bs
"If a student has a workrange from positions
study award, they have the
with the Community
pick of the litter," said
----<!---! Media Wo rkshop to
the
Chicago
Mark Kelly, vice president
of Student Affairs.
Historical Society.
Departments on campus ._....__ _ _ __, Evans said students
employ student work aides and should remember that becoming
Federal Work-Study workers. employed o n campus is not an
T he ·difference between the two easy task. There are approxiis simple- those who qualify for mately 600 to 700 stude nts
Federal Work Study are not paid e mployed on campus each
through monies from departmen- semester and because working
tal budgets.
on campus is convenient, it has
According to Maxine Evans, become popular.
director
of
the
Student
"The demand for campus jo bs
Employment Office, the govern- is greater than the number of
ment allocates money to · pay jobs available," Evans said.
work-study wages, and students "Therefore, students who really
must be qualified in order to need a job may need to l·o ok for
become work-study workers.
part-time jobs outside Columbia.
First, students must fill o ut the Employers in Chicago post their
FAFSA form. They must also job o peni ngs o n the Career
have a complete file with- the Center's ColumbiaWorks webOffice o f Student Financial site. Students sho uld check it
Services and demonstrate finan- out."
cia! need. Once this is done, stuWhen the fall semester starts,
dents must maintain at least a 2.0 it may be easier for work-aide
GPA.
students to find job placement
Work-study students have an o n campus.
option that work-aide students
" We have more work-aide studon't have-they can work off dents on campus than ever,"
campus as community service Kelly said. "But the competition
workers and may even have a for those jobs has gone up drahigher
ho urly
pay
rate. matically. So there are far fewer
Currently, Federal Work Study vacancies, particularly in the
and work-aide students make $7 spring."
per hour. However, according to·
Students looking for jobs on
Evans,
community service campus have a good chance of
undergraduates earn at least being hired in the Film,
$8.50 per hour and graduate stu- Television, Art and Design
dents make $12 per hour.
departments or the library,
In 1994, the U.S. Department because they c ummtlv -~~• -
of Education instituted a require- the most stud~.
ment that schools receivi ng fedFilm student Lauren Fronuu...,
era! work-study must use at least who began working in the
5 perce·nt of annual fi nancial library on the fifth floor last
allocation to pay wages for stu-

Staff Writer

semester said she enjoys the fact
that she gets to mingle with the
staff and has time to do school
work.
"The cool thing about working
in the library is that there is art
on the third floor," Fronti no
said. "I'm artistic. And I like that
student artwork is displayed
here."
Photography student Bryan
Kryszewski has a history of
worki ng on campus. He transferred fro m Northern Illinois
University, where he had a j ob
on campus.
"Campus jobs are better at
worki ng around your schedule,"
Kryszewski said. "Campus jobs
are the way to go. I am usually
down here anyway, so I might as
well work here."
Besides the money, there are
other b.enefits to working on
campus, according to frontino.
"[Working on _campus] keeps
you involved in the campus,"
Frontino said.
And there is also the benefit of
meeting people . Advertising
student Ted Askew works at The
Cage
in
the
Television
Department.
" I talk to people in the same
field. I reserve editing and camera time," Askew said.
Evans said Columbia students
have an edge over other Illinois
college students.
Columbia students sho uld
know that altho ugh the current
pay rate of $7 an hour was
increased this year," Evans ·s aid.
"It is still higher than the state of
Illinois minimum wage of $5.50
that some colleges in Illinois pay
their student employees."
The Student Employment
~""ce is located in Room 315 of
Wabas!J Campus Building,
S. Wabash Ave. For more
information on siudent employment, check out www.colum.edu.

Cultural Studies Continuedfrom Page 4
'The class sizes are small which
is really good. And it's better to
hash out problems that we come
across or work on projects together," Polle said.
Esterrich has some big plans foc
the growing program. One is to
have students learn abroad, an
option other departments at
Columbia offer. The program
already encourages students to trav-

el, so they get a firsthand view of
different cultures. Last summer, the
program had a student in India.
This semester there is a student in
Cairo, Egypt.
Future plans include creating a
cultural studies journal, inviting
guest teachers from around the
world each semester, a cultural studies minor and maybe a graduate

program.
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Become an SGA Senator!
SEEKING SENATORS FROM ALL DEPARTMENTS

Get ~n'!9!vea in the CCC community
~naf«'f;you have a say in your .................
throughout the college. Better yo~:~
I

'

Pick up application at the SGA.
1104 S. Wabash, Office C)'or
www.colum.edu/leadersh
· .
,
'

Important dates
Applications · · '·
Campaigni
Candi

E· ...-···-..

'
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert Hall Events:

Tues. March 23

Jon Faddis
Exploring the
Art of Music
1:30PM
a question and answer
session with Jon Faddis
about his career in jazz

Playing Jazz:
a session with
Jon Faddis
5:00PM
Bring your instrument and
play with a jazz master in a
workshop setting.
RESERVATIONS ARE
SUGGESTED FOR BOTH
JON FADDIS EVENTS:
CALL 312/344-6300

Music Center pianos provided by Ortlgara's Muslcvllle, Inc.

ww W .r ecktess.c'om

RECKLESS RECORDS
BUY • SELL • TRADE

SELL US YOUR USED CDS,
LPS, DVDS &VIDEO GAMES
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH
OR STOR
T.

9

@PRINTERS ROW

PHARMACY

STUDENTS SAVE 10%
(Simply show us your U-Pass or Student I.D. )

Your Campus Drug Store Since 1985
Burts Bees, Paul Mitchell, Ben & Jerry's, Kiss My Face, Tom's of
Maine, Root Candles, Crista!, Grey Goose, Arizona Ice Tea,
Goose Island Brewery, Luna & Cliff Bars, Greeting Cards, Starn
Rolling Papers & Smokes, Capital Brewery, Soda Pop,
Film & Batteries, and MUCH MORE.

PRElCR/PT/ONf IOOA OFF
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Campus radio station
nabs national awards

of soul, woman-style

o Management would like to add more sports programming
By B. J. R. Collins
Sial! Writer

WCRX-FM, Columbia's radio
station, won numerous awards for
its 2003 broadcasts.
The Silver Microphone Awards
competition is designed to award
local and regional radio commercials and audio programs in the
United States.
A Silver Mic Award finalist in the
Public Service Program category
went to the station's "America at
War" program. A two-hour show,
the piece included the standard war
coverage and added information
about the new style of embedded
reporters.
Produced by Mike McGivney,
the show included a montage of
Columbia voices anchored by Mike
Ricordati, with contributing student
reporters Mel Casey and Craig
Nettles.
Ricordati, who produced and performed ''The Mike Ricordati
Show," also tied for a Silver Mic
Award in the Production Demo
Audio Program category.
Other winners included "Job
Outlook '03," anchored by
Ricordati, Keith Martin and Florida
Bady and co-produced by Maggie
Robertson in the Educational
Program Category.
The program helps students with
job tips, employment assistance in
and outside of Columbia and has
included among its li ve studio audience guests such as Chicago
Tribune columnist Carol Kleinman
and John Challenger, CEO of
Challenger, Gray and Christmas, a
national outsoW"Cing fmn based in
Chicago.
The Silver Mic Awards was not
the only competition in which
WCRX-FM
won
awards.
McGivney also won fll"St place for
Best Public Service Announcement
in the 2003 National Student
Production Awards, presented by
College Broadcasters Inc. Dave
Watson and Justin Sullivan were
finalists for Best DJ Aircheck, and

the WCRX-FM staff were contenders for Best Feature Reporting.
The awards provide students with
much-needed exposure. Ricordati
sent his aircheck tape to a radio station in Bakersfield, Calif., and now
works on the West Coast.
Aside from obvious exposure
like Ricordati 's, the awards help
student morale both in the radio
program and in Columbia as a
whole. The station also helps students master a ·necessary skill for
today's workforce: teamwork.
Cheryl
Morton-Langston,
WCRX-FM's station manager, said
the station is sending messages to
other, for-profit stations to return to
real newsrooms. as opposed to the
Clear Channel-esque pre-recorded
news reels. Their award-winning
coverage of the state mid-term elections included guests Carol MosleyBraun and Tom Roser, a talk show
host at WLS in Chicago.
Since the birth of the station in
the 1970s, WCRX-FM's programming and quality of frequency has
grown steadily. The broadcast was
once heard only in the school itself.
Now, it serves the entire South
Loop.
In 1997, the station moved to its
current location in the 33 E.
Congress Parkway Building, which
also marked the station's 15th
anniversary. The new studio was
needed to provide space for new
technologies and even a green room
for guests.
Morton-Langston said she would
like to see the station's programming develop even further.
"''d like to see the sports department bring play-by-play, whether
for high school or college level. I'd
also like to see a news talk show
develop," Morton-Langston said.
Future goals for the radio station
include a return to Sunday programming, along with 24-hour programming. As the station's technology
builds, pre-recorded programming
may be a viable alternative to a 24hour staff.

Pubtic Art Continuedfrom Front Page
However, because of that
engagement, Brooks said some
concern has been raised by the CTA
over the way his work might be
perceived by the public.
"Because it's on their property,
they are the ones who make the
final decision," Brooks said. "For
the most part, they've passed
everything through, but there still
are 110111e questions about some
components of the project."
OffiCials from the CTA could not
be reached for comment about the
content of Brooks' proposal in
question, but LeBourgeois said that
the concern is about one of the
quotes he plans to use.
Despite the concern from the
CTA, Brooks said he is confident
his proposal for the station will
eventually pus.
'1'm aNUming it will all work
iuelf out, but there'a not a 100 pereent uaurance until I have a aigned
ronttact and an ·agreement from
both pil'tiet concerned," BrookJ

dates that half the program's commissions be bequeathed to local
artists to stimulate opportunity in
the arts community.
'The great thing about this is it
isn't only there to promote an individual's work, but it is recognition
that a person's work cans~ for a
community," said Jay Wolke, chairman of the Art and Design
Department. "I think the greatest
honor is their ability to translate
complex ideas into products that
are able to be assimilated by the
public."
Brooks and LeBourgeois agree
with Wolke. The commissions
themselves are rewarding, they
said, but being able to connect with
communities is an added bonus of
the program.
"What makes me feel good about
this it that I wu able to preaent an
idea that obviously seemed to reaonate with a cron-sectlon of the
population.'' Brooks aaid.
LeBouraeol• also aald beln11 able
Mid.
to give bflck to the community wu
The city's Public Art l'rogram another highlight the Public Art
wu elilabllthed to fulfill !he city'• Program opportunity.
1978 f>er~nt-l'or-Art Ordinance.
"('!'he commission] Is a vattd..
which deslenace. percentage or tlon, and It feelstcrrlOc, but h'• also
<:oriiii'Uction and feMIIA!ion COliS a w•y I can alve I!Utnethlna bt~ek to
ttf mumcil)lll buikllnp Nt aside ror the city, •ndthut feel~ just u aoocl."
otJWnlng lftWIJrk Ill e!!hANc:e the Lell<1ltrge<,ls ~aid .
l!tlildrnp. 1'he ordinance al1111 m•n-

or

*

~
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Stephanie Shonekan, a liberal Education department teacher, speaks March 16 in the Hokln
Annex in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The lecture, titled 'Creative
Expressions of Black Women,' was part of Columbia's 'Groundbreaking yvomen in Arts and
Media' series.
-

Evaluations

Continuedfrom Fronr Page
job of the student to act as the expert
with during their college tenure.
Columbia's College Council rep- in the assessment process, because it
resentatives recently moved teacher isn't fair for the students to act in that
evaluation to the center of a col- role, he said.
The first committee to formally
legewide debate that's lasted for
more than a decade. During its last look at evaluation practices fotmd
meeting on March 5, the council rec- that some departments currently
ommended that the college imple- have additional methods of assessment additional methods of evalua- ment, but they usually are administion for both full- and part-time tered in paper form.
Some students question whether
teachers, signaling the council's
doubt for the current system.
more surveys and forrns is the
The recommendation was in answer.
Matt Burchacki, a sophomore
response to a report by the council's
evaluation committee that deter- radio business major, said that he
mined the methods the college uses isn't sure whether or not students are
being as truthful and objective as
to ~ instructors each semester.
"It's an absolutely appropriate rec- possible when writing the end-ofommendation," said Provost and the-semester evaluations. He said
Vice President of Academic Affairs he's positive some students don't
even bother writing additional comSteven Kapelke.
Based on the report given by the ments at the end.
But then again, he skips that part
evaluation committee, the school
isn't doing all it can to evaluate the too, sometimes, he said.
"People should give honest opinclassroom experience, Kapelke told
ions," BW"Chacki said. ''I've seen
The Chronicle.
"What you hope for from teacher kids fly by [the written part) and
evaluation is a long; stistained evalu- blow it off."
ation process," he said. "We don't
The only other way teachers can
have that."
expect honest answers is if students
In order for the evaluation process give a face-to-face. oral evaluation of
to accurately determine · teacher the teacher during a conference with
progress and development, the either the teacher or the department
process needs to be altered, Kapelke chair, BW"Chacki said.
said. By implementing new evaluaBut honesty is a factor in that scotion forms and injecting new peer nario, as well, some students said.
review procedures, the evaluation of
Elizabeth Buehrl, a junior adverteachers will work better, he added.
tising major, said the current evalua"Rather than having a teacher read tions could work. as long as the
a series ofcomments or numbers that teachers see them.
"I don't know if [teachers] take
students have given about his or her
teaching, it will discuss what actual- into account what the Scantron
ly takes place in the classroom," he says," she said.
said.
Similar to BW"Chacki, Buehrl said
David Krause, the director of the the only other form of evaluation that
Center for Teaching Excellence, also could work is one where sl\ldents
endorses the evaluation committee's meet with teachers to verbnlly report
initiative to implement more forms on classroom experiences.
of assessment.
Aocording to Kapelke, teachen do
He said that it is necessary to see the evaluations and are supposed
"solicit students' fc:cdback and to use to work on their weaknesses accordthat fc:cdback to improve the way we ingly. Department chairs and adminteach."
Istrators, who also see the evalua"I think the Scantron is overdue tions, monitor teachen' proaress
for mujor revision," he said
based on the cvaluatiOI\~, he said.
But soliciting student opinions
nm Dibble, a 8Cnlor sound Stu•
should only be one form of evalua· dent, thinks the written fonns are
tion, according to KroU8C. Three probtlbly otfec:tlve. especially since
method.'l should be used, lncludlna the c:ollcge has been uslna them fur
colleaaue review und self-evalua· so lona.
tlon, in order to Ond pattcml In
"If they keep doln11 it," he lllld.
teaehlna and to Ond accurate way1to ''there must be a IU!!OI\ they're
Improve lt. .
dolnalt. Ovet the )'0611, I've teen
KniUIMI aJ110 WIU'tlll AaWill!l UIJOW• atudCiltl PlY attention [to the evlllll•
Ina t tudcnts to "evaluate" l.eAehCI'II tiOillj."
lnitclld alvlna feedback fOf Ieith•
But If It were up Ill hltu, Dibble
ct11 Ill Interpret. It shouldn't be the ltlld he would oneouraae the llthool

or

to set aside a section of OASIS for
evaluation. If students could freely
and anonymously post comments
online, they would likely be more
honest, he said.
Teacher evaluation isn't a new
topic for Columbia's faculty. Two
years ago, the faculty charged its lmt
evaluation committee with the task
of not only identifying the school's
methods of evaluations, but possible
holes in those methods, as weU.
The committee reported that
although the college largely depended on the Scantron for its evaluation
results, nearly every department also
used anolbec paper form of evaluation.

Susan Imus, chairwoman ·of the
Dance
Movement
Therapy
Department and- a member of the
school's fii'St evaluation committee.
said committee members looked at a
variety of research from other
schools in order to better assess evaluations. Committee mCmbers asked
each department to submit every
type of assessment they use each
semester.
"We didn't want to prescribe just
one form of [evaluationf' she said.
'We created what we thought was
the 'best practices.' What often happens is you learn teaching opOons
from each other."
So the committee catalogued all
the methods each department uses to
evaluate and recommended that the
school implement at least two of
them, including self-evaluation and
peer review.
' That indeed was our I'CICOITIJ1lCil
dation," said Clara Fitzpatrick. the
faculty thesis coordinator for the
Educational Studies Department and
member of the committee. "that
more than one fonn be used.."
According to Fitzpatrick, the Qll'o
rent evaluation committee Is in the
prcx;ess of findina ways to implement the procedures the first committees identified.
"We have • wonderful '*"ina
faculty," Kopelke said. "But the
question CGII be for all of us: How
c:an I do this betW'1"
Until the c:ollqe startS 10
developmenta1 and suppani'4Ml11-

•tlon methods. he aald, It
't
be able to evalua teachen ltle wey
It needllt'l.
'"nle evaluation of
everybody'I
" ht aalcl. "N
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free
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PRICE SLICES!

LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER
(W/STUDENT/FACULTY ID)
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GET 2ND PIZZA FREE!
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community Lounge, Z3l

Residence Center
limited tests available

EXPIRES 3/29/04

more info, contact Student Health center at 312.344.6830

101"
The HUB wants you...
to become a great leader.
Join us for this panel
discussion on various
•

leadership skills, from
Conflict Resolution (how
to break up a fight) to
Grief Relief

(don't worry, be happy)!

Sponsored by the OffiCe of Student Leadership
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By Karen Brooks
Krighl Ridder Ne~pape!S
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(KAT) COLLEGE STATION, Texas-Behind t he glass doors of a little gray building
tucked into the heart of the southwest, a colorful band of postmodern
Dr. Frankensteins create life in petri dish~s .

D r. Duane Kraemer
and his crew of animal scientists at Texas A&M
University's cloning laboratory have made history
four times in the past five years, turning the stuff
of science fiction into a cast of lovable, man-made
animals that have captured headlines and imaginations around the world. •
Dewey the deer, cc the cat, Second Chance the
bull and a dozen other animal clones created at the
Reproductive Sciences Laboratory are the furry
faces of groundbreaking research that helped science arrive at the cloned human embryo recently
announced in South Korea.
Under Kraemer, the A&M lab has cloned more
species than any other lab in the world- five in all.
The lab has also led the way in genetic research
that could cure diabetes and phase out Alzheimer's
disease.
It is a science that brings the preposterous into
the realm of possibility: woolly mammoths recreated from prehistoric DNA, human kidneys growing inside laboratories for transplant to desperate
patients.
These are such heady times in reproductive science that Kraemer, a Wisconsin-born grandpa, diligently exercises for an hour every day so he can
stay on the job.
"I should have retired long ago," he said, "but to
sit on the sidelines right now would be misery."
Kraemer, 70, launched his career half a century
ago, studying under R.O. Berry, who laid the
groundwork for cion
with his embryo research
on sheep and goats at the
A&M lab in the 1930s.
Kraemer's work later
made history with the
world's fi rst surrogate
birth of a baboon.
Now, more than ever,
Kraemer said he is
inspired by the hundreds
of scientists, technologists
and researchers under his
wi ng at the College of
Veterinary Medicine who
are determined to remain
on the edge of animal science.
Their projects branch
out in all directions.
Project Noah's Ark, an
effort to preserve the
genes of endangered
species, finds Kraemer
and his crew in the natural
habitats of ani mals such
as th e desert bighorn
sheep, working from the
world 's only mobile animal laboratory.
Down the hall from
Kraemer's office, lab
director Mark Westhusin
is racing to break ground
on a new form of genetic
engi neering he's convinced wi ll win the Nobel
Prize.
In the trailer behind the
lab,
world-renowned
horse researcher Katrin
Hinrich8 is tryi ng to recreate the cloning of a horse,

Rodger MallliOIVFort Worth Star-,Telegram

Dr. Mike Golding with a colony of laboratory grade e. coli cells for use in genetic studies. In 2002,
the program cloned the first domestic animal, a cat aptly named cc-short for carbon copy.
which was first done in Italy last year.
months before its due date.
Graduate students file into Hinrichs' horseEven the successes seem almost accidental.
cloning trailer and take seats around a table piled
Born in 1999, Second Chance, the world's first
with horse ovaries from a Dallas slaughterhouse.
cloned bull, began when 189 oocytes were infused
For hours, they scrape inside the ovaries to col- with cells from Chance, a rancher's beloved 2 1lect egg cells, or oocytes-a process the affable year-old Brahman.
Hinrichs scientifically refers to as an ovary bee.
After the electric jolt, 105 were left. After incuIt's the first step of nucleus transfer, the process by bating a week, 38 were still viable.
which cloning occurs.
Of the 26 cows implanted with the eggs, six
Cells from an animal to be cloned are frozen in became pregnant. Three carried the embryos
liquid nitrogen in a contraption resembling a Shop- beyond 120 days.
Vac, as microbiologist Taeyoung Shin builds the
One made it to term.
tools for transfer.
Welcome to the light, Second Chance.
Usiog machines with names such as microDewey's antlers, no bigger than a pair of
grinder and microfuge, he fashions a glass tube a thumbs, push into campus veterinarian Alice Bluemicrometer in diameter- the size of 10 specks of McCiendon's jeans as he playfully tries to knock
dust.
her over.
Then he heads over to his micromanipulator, a
See Cloning Page 13
big microscope driven by a joystick and two foot
pedals, inside a small lab about the size of a large
walk-in closet.
The lab is so small, and the procedure so delicate, that a sign on the door warns visitors to avoid
taking heavy steps. Nobody is allowed to touch the
equipment without asking the researcher for permission.
Shin places the oocytes under the lens and
punches the pipette though a cell's lining. ·He
pumps his foot and the pipette sucks out the nucleus, straw! ike. He sweeps the empty cell aside. Shin
can do this 100 times in an hour.
He loads the pipette with animal cells and, using
it like a blowgun , pops a cell inside each empty
oocyte. Shin places the newly filled oocytes into
the BTX ElectroCell Manipulator, which is the
size of u truck battery, and zaps them with electricity.
"The cell gets surprised by the shock and basically comes together," Shin said.
The result is un egg containing the donor animal's DNA. It can now be implanted into a female.
And while it's the most successful method of
cloning, It's still hit or miss. A horse under The first c loned cat, •cc•, displays normal feline
Hinrichs' cure, Rosie, carried u cloned fetus for traits, Including a love for perches and chasing
nine months before It wus stillborn lust full, two things, like the light of a ha ndhe ld laser pointer.

In the south of the Lonester State, 11 group of students 1r1 using patrl dlshas to
make animals, such 111 cc th1 cat end DIWI'tl thl daar.
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Students: Watch
out for 'spring
broke' trip deals
0 Average out-of-pocket fees total $367 a ticket
vey's validity.
"I would like to know were
the advertised $499
WASH I NGTON- ~ price came from," he
Finer than the sand
.....
wrote. "We do very limbeneath their feet is
ited print advertising,
the print at the bottom
and [I] do not recall any
of many college stuAcapulco
advertisements. Most of our
dents' spring break trip
contracts."
·
•lillY advertising is done on
That fine print can
the web and o~ly
turn spring break into "Spring directs students to our s1te w1th
Broke " the name a consumer no prices stated in the ad.
group' chose for a 2004 report Students can g~~ an exact price
that reveals the average trip cost on our webs1te.
Paradise Part~~s has a _"sarisis up to 62 percent higher than
the price advertised.
factory record, accordmg to
A recent survey released by the Better Business Bureau's
the State Public Interest website.
Research Groups identified
This classification means
Paradise Parties of Aurora, companies must "properly and
Colo., as having the "largest promptly
address
matters
percentage difference between referred to it by the bureau, and
an advertised price and an actu- be free from an unusual volume
al price" of 17 tour agencies it or pattern of complamts and
studied.
law enforcement action involvAdvert.i sed at $499, the actual ing its marketplace conduct."
price for one person sharing a
Only . two co~plaints h_ad
four-person hotel room during a bee~ filed agamst Parad1se
weeklong trip to Acapulco in Parties_ smce February ~002.
mid-March is $1,016, according and ne1ther of these was m the
past year, according to the
to the survey.
The researchers used this Bureau. One dealt w1th adverpossible travel itinerary as they tising, the other with sales; both
compared spring break travel have been resolv_ed.
.
Some compames reqUire stuadvertisements at a dozen U.S.
colleges. They found that every dents to waive their rights if the
ad "contained hidden, confus- company changes flight deparing and misleading fees:·
ture dates, times or cities, the
S tude nts on each campus report found. Many contracts
gathered fliers from "major, require disput~s to be_ settled
national spring break compa- through bmdmg arbitratiOn.
nies" for a "constant compari- which means students ~ay not
son between trip packages," file lawsuits. At Bianch1-Ross•
said Kate R ube, a higher educa- Tours, students wantmg to file
tion associate fo r the State lawsuits against the company
PIRGs. "These are all compa- can do so o nly in Hennepin
nies that market on many differ- County, Minn.
T he Minneapoli~~based coment college campuses," she said.
Among the survey's findings pany has a
satisfactory
were hidden fees averaging record," according to the BBB.
$367 for such extras as "deparThe report ~ays,. "This trend
ture taxes, processing fees, peak toward removmg d1sp~tes from
week surcharges, late booking the legal arena IS nothmg more
fees, departure city surcharges, than an attempt by bus1nesses to
cancellation charges and travel av01d the legal protections provided by the courts to coninsurance."
A sales representative for sumers." .
Colorado-based
Paradise
Compames and students can
Parties answered a reporter's take precautions, Rube said.
phone call but said he was busy
"Our recommendatiOn IS that
compames should have to be
with a client.
"I have nothing to say about f~rthcom_ing about ~.ow much a
it really," Bryon Nied said. tnp IS gomg to cost, Rube sa1d.
With spring break beginning " We thmk that _that •s what all
thi s week, he added, most of the consumers-not J~St student conmanagement is in Mexico.
sumers-deserve m ter~s ~.f honIn an e-mail from Mazatl an, esty by these compames.
Filing complaints with the
Mexico, where he is working
with the company's sales and BBB or a st_ate attorney genermarketing department, Matthew al's offi~e m1ght not make a d•fScriven wrote, "We truly strive feren ce m the short-term.
to do a good job and give the
"It has the potential to prestudents the best package fo r vem people in the future fr?m
the money."
makmg a m•s,t.ake by choosmg
Scriven questioned the sur- that company, Rube sa1d.

By Patrice R. Holderbach
Scripps Howard FOIIldalion Wire

Rodger MalllsorVFort W0<1h Star·Telegram

Dr. Mike Golding studies cells at a m icromanipulation station which magnifies the object about
200 times .
"His destiny is to have big
antlers," the veterinarian said,
affectionately shoving him
away.
Those antlers are the most
intriguing things about Dewey,
who was cloned last May.
Antlers are the closest things
to fingerprints in the animal
kingdom, and Dewey's antler
development will allow scientists to gain valuable insight into
the power of DNA, said BlueMcClendon, a Harley-riding
Houston native with dark hair
that brushes her knees.
Scientists can't wait to see
whether they tum o ut identical
to the antlers of the prize buck
from which he was cloned.
Althoug h no one has ever
tried to harm or set free any of
the cloned creatures, Dewey and
the others live in secret locations
just in case. " [Animal rights
groups] have very different priorities from ours," BlueMcClendon said. "Let's leave it
at that."
In a quiet neighborhood a few
miles away, a tidy o ne-story
house looks like the others o n
the block.
But to those who can keep a
secret, it's known ·as "cc's
house," where the world's most
unusual cat lives.

Should animals be craned?
Arguments against:
- Technology could lead to

Arguments for:

- Scientists say clo ning
human cloning, which religi~ offers insight into genetics,
groups and much of the scientif- such as a better understanding
unity believe is unethi- . of the power of D~A and h ow
M"any also oppose . the to grow replacement tissue for
clooing of human embryos' for humans.
-Supporters
contend
stero--eeU~h. ..
-In some cases, a cloned c loning allows reproduction
embryo develops abnormally or of prize animals that couldn' t
the fetus is miscarried. Animal otherwise naturally reproduce.
- Projects to preserve the
rig!us groups argue Ibis is cruel
genetic material of endangered
to ihe animals.
"2Some ethicists heliCYe that species could belp conserve
J®Jpg ; animal~ co.uld lead ·to them I?Y allowing for their
~Pie -viewing animals '"' as reproduction.
-Cloning catl lead to
Objects of utility, not- Uvlog
improved medical therapies
beings.
-The cloning of animals cuts for animal.s and humans, such
into the business of companies as stem-cell production.
-Fewer animals will be
that provide animals to labs for
Jesting.
_
needed for research if labora. nservatiooists say efforts tories can make copies of their
endal)gered species most u~ful animal$ or simply
ead to a cavalier a!Jitude cteate their own tissue for
preserving those animals' s tudies.

The name cc, short for carbon
copy, was a triumph for the university and arguably the biggest
story to ever come out of A&M.
" Aw, she's a good kitty," said
Shirley Kraemer, the professor 's
wife and cc's do ting caretaker.
The cat sprang from a
controversial
project
known as Missyplicity- a
$3.7 millio n experiment
paid for by a man who
wanted to cl one his
favorite dog, Missy, after
hearing about Dolly the
sheep, cloned in 1996 in
Scotland.
Mi ssy's c lone never
materialized, and he r
dejected owner- appare ntly no t a cat personpulled his funding.
No one has managed to
clone a dog.
But in February 2002,
the
tiny
kitten-the
world 's
fi rst
cloned
domestic animal- tugged
the heartstrings of people
who love their pets like
family members. What
intri gues scientists about
cc is that she is supposed
Rodger Malll10rVFort Worth Star-Telegram to be a genetic copy of
Beth White, a maste r's s tude nt,
Rai nbow, a tricolor calico,
works on in vitro fe rtilization of white and yet has o nly two coltall deer.
ors. But for the layman,

there's nothing unusual about a
four-legged cat that jumps on
counters and knocks the bills off
the kitchen table.
Inside a classroom at the biology building, a gaggle of veterinary students watch in amusement as Kraemer struggles with
his PowerPoint presentatio n.
He finally overcomes the
challenge and then presents a
bigger o ne to his audience: Is it
ethical to clone animals?
" I think we have a tendency to
make up our minds based on
intuition, which is probably a
background,"
fun ctio n
of
Kraemer said . ''The n we spend a
good bit of the rest of o ur lives
defending o ur position."
Animal cloning brings ethics,
science, politics and religion
into one roiling debate.
Fears about cloning are the
same ones that cropped up with
each mi lestone in Kraemer's
career, he said. He's convinced
that they ' ll be resolved when the
public gai ns a better understanding of the science.
To that end, Kraemer, a media
savvy scientist, finishes up yet
another interview with a television reporter before driving
away in his white pickup to one
of his favori te lunch spots: The
Lion's C lub.

$

What do you think?
E-mail ch1·onicle @)colurn.edu
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100 million free songs.
Drink Pepsi, 1 in 3 wins.
Legally download free mu sic at iTunes.com

The Columbia College iPod
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FIRST PRIZE:

Gi~e-away

SECOND PRIZE: JBl

iPod

Creature Speakers

The ~rfKt c:o~nion for your iPod.

The world's most popular
digital music player

A $99 value

Mac or Wlndows,. IPod does both. And so does
iTune-s. the wor1d's best jukebox software 11nd

THIRD PRIZE: $20

best-selling online music store.

Good for $20 of musk In the ITune>s Musk Store.

A $269 value

A $20 value

iTunes Gift Certificate

Visit the Apple Store @ Columbia College in Suite 205, 623 S. Wabash to enter!
No pl.lfcNsfltcp.lkfli. Cont""ftlds.M ~p.m.on W~) ~thJIS\.2004
P[P~P(PSI<<X.A.Dl.lP£P51,51£fiRAMIST.-H!TMPtptl~dr5ign•"ttfdrnwbof~lnc.

'···-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Power Mac GS

Get an ilife.

The world's fastest
personal computer,
now with 64-bit
technology.
Starting at $1599.00

Every Mac ships with these award-winning
applkations installed - at no extra cost.

Introducing GarageBand

-...

Starting at $ 1399.00

iMac

.,,
,

Choose your size·
15-, 17-, or 20-inch
flat panel displays,
all on an amazing
adjusting neck.
Start ing at $1199.00

iBook
Laptop 'ize and
portability for the
mclsse~.

Starting at $949.00

Garage-Band turns your Mac into an anytme, anywhere
recording studio packed with'hundreds of instruments and
a recordng engineer or two for good measure. it's the
eas~t wirf to create, perform and record your own m usk:
whether you're an accomplished pl.,.,.er or just wish you
were a rock star. You can add your original musk to your
slldeshows, y04Jf OVO menus, bum it to COs or sCOfe your
JW.ov~ projects.

•

The new iMovie

The new iTunes

One of those rare ilpplicatlons that actwlly changes people's
lives, !Movie has sing!e-h.Jndedly made cnell"'I)tographers
out of pilrents, grandparents, students, teachers, SIT'IO)II
buslOMs owners and m;:my other people just like you who,
before lMovle, never lrrog\ned themselves producilg a
moYif.. Let alone half J dozen or more.

Acclaimed as the leader aga\nst whkh all online musk
stores <~rejudged. !Tunes contlnues to deHght. o(feflng musiC
lovers the eas\est wr~~ to manage the musk they 01tvn and
the nbsolutely best way to dlscover and purcNse even mcxe
musk, as well as audlobooks.

~

Recognized os the world~ best dlgkol music ~kebox.

The new iDVD

The new iPhoto

There's no easier way to creiJte Hollywood-quoHty OVDs ond
sh<Jre your photos, mov~ iJnd musk with friends, family,
cliJumotes ond coll~;,g~s than with IOVO 4t. Offering fighter
driJQ·l)nd·drop lntegr.ltlon with the othH opps In thf \Life
sulte,IDVO iJiso gives you bfeathlltktrlg themes, new

Whether you hove ~vonty a ~venty thousond dl!lltol
photos,IPhoto 4 keeps trock of them oll,llUtom>tlco11y
agonizing them so you con llnd them fost. Li!lhtnlng fost.
Eosy to use, Photo puts you In chorgo <:J your photogrophs
- helping you Import them, orgonlze them Into alb<1m~

slldMhow optlom, hl!lhor quollly longer longth OliOs, ond

enhance tr\tlr appear;)nct, os well os. sN~ thtm " print. v~

lnnov::.tlve orgonllatlonol tooli.

emoY, owr the web and In stunnlr~ cotftcHoblt book\.

H«1ulrm o SurwrDrlv~·tqul/)p«J Mac.

eMac
Our mo't afford<Jble
Mile, now <Jvallable
with il DVD·burnlng
SuperDrlve.

-----

Starting at $749.00

'* Authorized Reseller
The Apple Store @Columbia College
623 5. Wc~bash, Suite 205

Phone: 312.J44.8MAC
http://www.colum. ed u/appl e~tol e/

..:,.
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Freshman Orientation is looking for students who have exhibited strong
leadership abilities for aPAID summer ORIENTATION LEADER positionm
Orientatio~

leoders will provide new freshmon, tronsfer students ond
their families with on introduction to the Columbio College Chicogo
community!
Please pick up an Orientotion Applicotion Packet in the Freshman Center,
located ot 623 s. Wabash Suite 307 or online ot
www.colum.edu/student-life/advising/olp.htinl
The packet will give you information ·regarding requirements, job
description, and benefits, including how much you'll get PAIDI It's a
fun way to spend the summer ond to get to know new ond interesting
people!

/

Applications are due in the Freshman Center bg Spm, April 9th, so hurrg up and applgl
Sponsored bg the Division of Student Affairs and the Freshman Center of Columbia College Chicago.
,

I
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Columbia's to-do list too short
Call it progress: The Chronicle
reported March 15 that two companies, Xerox and Linear, are
conducting surveys on campus
that will measure how much it
will cost to bring Columbia's
photocopiers into the digital age.
If the results say the switch
wouldn't put Columbia in the
red, chances are the oldfashioned analog models
will sooner or later tum
into doorstops.
The
same
article
reported Columbia 's current machines, most infamously
the
Fiction
Writing
Department's
model, have b een less
than reliable. Once the
college throws some cash toward
high-tech copiers, teachers will
be able to distribute their handouts to students on time, w}Jich
will help students get to work
faster. Making the lives of students easier is always a priority
of the administration, right'?
We'll just add this copiers
thing to the list, then.
Yep, there's a list of maintenance projects on Columbia's todo list, although it may not be
logged on someone's computer
or printed on paper. But if you

ing, 72 E. II th St. Faculty members there say they've tried
unsuccessfully for almost five
years to get the school to kill the
vermin once and for all. It hasn' t
happened yet.
Positive results from the photocopier surveys may mean
they ' ll just have to keep waiting
it out. But once they
get the digital copiers,
no doubt they'll be
able to allay the fears
of students who have
met the roaches headon with some photocopied "watch out for
falling
roaches"
posters.
There are other
repairs to the 33 E. Congress projects on that list- the holes in
Parkway Building elevators.
the walls of Student Financial
Other buildings will receive Services where we bang our
the repairs as well, but what heads every semester, the crumcomes fust-photocopiers, or the bling exterior of some of the
lobby lines that move slower buildings- but why mention
than dead turtles? Nothing like them? It's obvious where the
new photocopiers to shave off school's financial priorities lie.
the 20 .minutes students have to Clearly, having those space-age
wait in building lobbies for a copiers is going to make every. one 's lives so much easier.
ride.
After all, who needs a wellAnd while we're talking about
maintenance projects,. we can' t kept, functioning school when
leave out the cockroach problem we can just keep up with technolin the II th Street Campus build- ogy?
keep your eyes open around campus, you 'II more than likely see it
for yourself.
What's on this list? Near the
top would probably be the elevator issue. President Warrick L.
Carter announced in his March
I 0 State of the College address
the school will be investing in

C5LUMBIA
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Our Turn

Media subject to 'indecent' _regulations
It's been nearly three decades
since George Carlin offered up his
seven words you can't say on television, in his "Filthy Words" routine, and sadly, not much seems to
have changed since then.
Perhaps it's the unjust backlash
from " nipple gate" during the
Super Bowl halftime show, or perhaps it's a security blanket draped
over us by George Bush's puritanical reign of "family values."
In any case, four-letter words
are now taboo on television
again, as well as nudity, violence, frank discussions of sexuality or anything that might
resemble a realistic portrayal of
human behavior. And the
Communications
Federal
· Commission is making sure it
stays that way.
Multimedia despots such as
Clear Channel (which owns 1,200
radio stations and a large percentage of all the media outlets in the
United States) have begun cozying up to the federal government's
audacious -.m d ignorant tactics· in
the hopes of creating good will in
preparation for Busn's almost certain victory in November.
On March 3, the U.S. House
Energy
and
Commerce

Committee voted to send a measure that would dramatically stiffen
penalties against television and
radio broadcasters who air "indecent material" to the House of
Representatives. The bill, which
the committee approved at a near
unanimous measure of 49-1 and
was recommended by the FCC,
approved fmes of up to $500,000

We have forged what I
believe is a bill that will protect young people from indecency and deter companies
from pushing the envelope of
appropriate broadcasting.
per violation, in addition to agreeing to require the FCC to hold
b.earings on revoking a broadcaster's license after three violations.
" We have forged what I believe
is a bill that will protect young
people from indecency and deter
companies from pushing the envelope of appropriate broadcasting,"
said Rep. Fred Upton (R-Mich.),
the primary author of the bill.
On Feb. 26, Clear Channel
pulled Howard Stern off of six of
its stations in compliance with the

FCC's new "zero tolerance" policy, claiming indecency on the part
of the popular shock jock. Stem's
crime? He had the audacity to criticize Bush and the FCC.
Moral crusaders like Upton
have been wringing their hands
for decades at the "decline of
moral standards" in this country,
but it wasn' t until Janet Jackson
exposed her pierced nipple to the
entire country did they have a
fa~ade to advance their agenda.
Despite what the members of the
bourgeois and intellectually
stunted crusaders club argue,
there is no call for the government to be zealously regulating,
let alone censoring what they
fmd offensive to their backward
and antiquated sense of decency.
We've heard all the arguments,
but the simple fact remains that
the government is there to provide
and s~cure the rights of the people,
not alter them, despite what their
mutated sense of decorum dictates.
People have a ·right to express
themselves, regardless of how
controversial or unpopular their
views may be. Any trampling or
restriction on these core ideals is
tantamount to treason.
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COLUMBIXS VOICES
Staff union deserves Carter's
support

In an article from the Feb. 23
issue of The Chronicle dealing
with staffers' efforts to form a
union, President Warrick L. Carter
is quoted as saying: " ... the college would rather not have a
union ... We feel that unionization
normally flies in the face of collegiality."
We disagree. Corporate administrators of universities often disparage organizing efforts by their
employees as " uncollegial"
because from the corporate viewpoint, shared governance with
faculty, part-time faculty, or support staff is a nuisance that
impedes administrative "fleXJbility."
However, the corporate
administrators of Columbia do not
own the notion of "collegiality."
In fact, one could argue that the
current administration's topheavy, corporate style of leadership is uncollegial in that it
excludes from decision-making
some of the very people that help
make Columbia a unique educational environment; i.e., its talented, selfless, and underappreciated
staff.
Is P-Fac, the part-time faculty
union at Columbia, a detriment to
collegiality? Far from it. Thanks
to P-Fac, part timers are paid
more and are listened to; as a
result Columbia attracts gifted,
motivated part-time teachers who
are more enmeshed in Columbia's
community than ever before.
Their presence in shaping the
school's destiny is the very defmition of "collegial," which according to Webster's Dictionary
means " marked by power or
authority vested equally in a number of colleagues."
Durlna the process of gamerina
support for a staff union, we have
met sympathetic staffers from
departments we would never oth-
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Hllllltd 10 Chr0nloii0DD~ llll.ldu ot nllllld 10
TIMt Colurnlllt ChrOIIIolt. '"I. Wlllllh M., luM 101,
OhlalgO, IH, 10101o1MI.

erwise have interacted with. We
have earnestly discussed the way
our students are affected by the
corporatization of the school. We
have shared moments of genuine
appreciation for each other and
for Columbia, moments that
wouldn't have been possible if we
had never made the decision to
organize. These newfound ties
remind us over and over that we
are banding together for the Jove
of a great, progressive institution
and its students.
A staff union will not be detrimental to this school's collegiality. It may prove to be an essential
step in preserving it.
-The organizing committee
of United Staff of Columbia
College

Copier World has its say
I have read three articles now
regarding Columbia and Copier
World. The first appearance in
The Chronicle and was slanderous, the second appeared in the
Chicago Tnbune and was filled
with inaccuracies. Now, the latest
article written by you.
While well written, your article
fails to tell the full story. If one
didn't know better, they would
think Copier World is unable to
satisfy the needs of Columbia.
There is more to a successful
copier operation than the equipment. Such as:
A. Copier World supplies
copiers to Columbia at incredibly
low prices.
B. Copier World backs every
copier purchased by Columbia
with a lifetime replacement guarantee. Imagine a lifetime replacement guarantee. It is unheard of in
the industry. Recently we
replaced a flve-yeaMid copier at
no chqe.
C. A supply of parta and sup-

See Volcu Page 17
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Spain buckles under bully's attack
Ad•m J. Fertngton
Commentary Ed~or
The future has teeth.
Our confidence is shattered; any
small hope we may have had in
our ability to protect ourselves is
slowly eroding with the crash of
death on the w ind and the grim
whispers of ghosts begging for
retribution. Welcome to the future.
Madrid has a scar now that
echoes a bleak symmetry to our
own disfigurement, exactly 911
days to the date of9/ ll. Violence
in Europe is nothing new; political
and religious bloodshed have been
a mainstay of expression for the
ragged factions disenfranchised in
the Western nations for decades
now. The only difference is that it
was sparse and uncoordinated, an
occasional tragedy that would disrupt the cadence of the European
waltz for a few steps before the
dance continued Madrid has cut
their feet out from underneath
them, replacing the sounds of .
progress with a somber elegy.
Still in the throes of grief, the
citizens of Spain promptly turned
their anguish toward the political
arena, displacing Conservative
Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar
with Socialist Jose Luis Rodriguez
Zapatero. Zapatero, a staunch
opponent of Aznar's support for
George Bush's incursion into Iraq
was quick to deride America's
policy on terror, stating, "Fighting

terrorism with 17"',.,-----.t""r--...---,-,.-:;:oo...-r----c.---~-r; advancement. Islamic society has
rarely been able to accomplish
bombs, ... with
Tomahawk
this. With a few exceptions, the
missiles, isn't
majority of fundamentalist
the way to
Muslim nations are still swaddled
in filth and lice as they wail
defeat terrorblindly to the heavens five times
ism ...
a day, living in utter fear of a
Terrorism is
woman's unveiled face.
combated by
Cultures are like organisms;
the state of law
they grow or die according to
. .. That's what
I think Europe
their ability to adapt, and a successful one will take what it
and the internaneeds from the cultural ecosystional community have to
tem and use it to evolve into
something stronger. Change or
debate."
Chief of the -~~l:2:ti:C~_ _::___ _____..:_j~__:~ die.
By all accounts, fundie Muslim
European
Ryan Duggan/The Chronicle
Commission
society is turning inward on itself,
Craven
semantics
dictate
that
like a snake eating its own tail.
Romano Prodi was quick to echo
you can reason with terrorists;
Zapatero's sentiments. "It is clear
Sects clash in brutal conflict over
they
erroneously
politicize
the
that using force is not the answer
petty matters, unifying only
mechanics of slaughter as they
briefly to expel and sanitize any
to resolving the conflict with terto
incompetently
defer
the
attempt
rorists," Prodi said. "Terrorism is
trace of Western influence. Their
burden
of
guilt
.
f
rom
the
culprits,
infinitely more powerful than a
way of life is dying because it is
placing
the
fault
on
the
part
of
the
year ago."
weak, because it lacks the subvictims. This is a grotesquely defi- stance and architecture to survive.
Prodi's comments are disturbby
only
the
cient
argument,
used
ing, as they seem to articulate a
Spain's fear is understandable,
most loathsome individuals. It's
simplistic and cowardly sentiment
but if they are to persevere they
currently reverberating throughout rapist logic.
need to present a unified front, lest
Groups like AI Qaeda have no
Europe: Either you appease te rrortheir weakness serve as an invitaone to blame but themselves.
ists or you ally yourself with
tion to more violence. Their
Their ritualistic adherence to murthem. After the results of Spain's
tragedy is one we can all
derous dogma is a defense mecha- empathize with, and our support
recent political upheaval, it is difnism against change, because they
ficult to view the fallout in Spain
should be unflagging, but we canknow their brittle and archaic way
not forget the manner at hand, nor
in abstract terms. Their tragedy
of life can't sustain a leap forcan we yield to the followers of a
has given way to apprehension,
ward. Western civilizations persist
broken and stupid ideal that
and the repercussions for their
and flourish because they maintrepidation will end up costing
should've died centuries ago.
tain a secular divide between
them in the long run.
The future has teeth. Bite back.
mindless doctrine and cultural

copier. The cost of the digital copier new was $25,000. The cost
refurbished to Columbia is $3,800.
We have had, currently have and
will continue to have digital
copiers. We have been unable to
place digital copiers at Columbia
because of budget restrictions, not
because we don' t have them.
Now comes Mr. Raymond
Tolbert, owner of Multiple
Business Systems, a company that
I cannot find in the Yellow Pages.
He is going to donate a new Kodak
copier to Columbia. Hmmm ... I
believe Kodak has been out of the
copier industry for over five years.
They sold their copier division. It
is highly unlikely that new copiers
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plies are on site at Columbia for
quick access and faster tumaround.
D . Copie r World exceeds the
industry standards with regard to
service response time.
E. From time to time Copier
World has donated copiers to
Columbia when budget restrictions prevent the purchase of needed equipment.
F. I am a member of the
"President's Club." Each year I
make donations to the scholarship
fund so needy students can attend
Columbia.
We are in the process of replacing the analog copier in the Fiction
Writing Department with a digital
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are still available. Even if you
could find one, it would be five
years old us ing obsolete technology. So thanks Mr. Tolbert .. . but
no thanks.
Then there is Mr. Roland
Hansen, who says, "A refurbished
copier is like. buying a used car,
they cost less but more maintenance is expected than on a new
model." If Mr. Hansen was an
expert, he would not make such a
statement. Yet he is quoted in your
article as though he is an expert.
The fact is that our refurbished
copiers do not require more service than new. While digital copiers
require less service than analog,
they do cost more. If Mr. Hansen

were spending his own money, I
wonder if he would spend $25,000
for a new copier for the Fiction
Writing Department or $3,800 for
a refurbished unit. I think I know
the answer.
For 21 years, Copier World has
served the needs of Columbia. We
.e stimate that we have saved
Columbia in excess of $3,000,000
in addition to excelling in the other
areas that make up a successful
copier operation.
I believe a complimentary rather
than negative article is in order.
-John A. Hillma n,
President, Copier World
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Question: Would you ever get cosmetic surgery?

N

The Columbia Chronicle
"! would never do plastic
surgery ... I think it's a travesty."

"Me personally, no, I don' t
feel a need to . Othe r people,
that's their perogative."

am."

- Han s Schenck
Sophomore, Photography

- Alyssa Connolly
Snior, Photography

--Coran Smith
Senior, Business

"No. I'm happy just the way I

" ! think it's wrong to want to
change your appearance."

- Annie F oley
Freshma n, Fine Arts
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YOUR ARTW

HOW TO SUBMIT:ering a CD-ROM or Mac-formatted Zip
disk with your images and a printout of the images to:

Glass Curtain Gallery, 1-104 South Wabash, First Floor

spaces
the atutt.nt center• and plferlee

Columbia
COLLEGE CHICAGO

-.: _: Specs: 300 DPI
···_< · At least 5" x 5"
., ··B&w or Color (CMYK)
JPEG, TIFF or Scalable EPS
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Out of sight, out of 'mind'

0

Kaufman and Gondry team up again for unconventional romance that deals with memory loss

completely mine and completely story-and how Joel would
subjective, and I don't really want remember from scene to scene that
to lie about that ... it's just the idea the memory erasing procedure was
going on," Kaufman said. " I had
that nothing exists but you."
Eternal Sunshine, a Kaufman this idea that he would start writing
story that is fmally receiving major things Qn the walls of the sets so
attention, stayed true to the more that he would be able to refresh his
authentic filming techniques of his memory."
previous work, thanks to Gondry's
As Joel and Clementine ride the
directing. According to Gondry, realiry-bending rollercoaster of
marly of the effects were kept sim- Joel's mind, the story of their relaple, and many scenes were often tionship is shown in reverse.
filmed at least twice, to leave room
"I wanted to come into the story
feeling very differently about them
for mistakes and improvisation.
"A lot of in-camera effects were being together than I did at the end
used because there's more risks of the movie, which is the beginthat way," he said. "It's the things ning of their relationship,"
that you cannot control that make it Kaufman said. This is, as Gondry
interesting."
said, because "when a relationship
To compensate for the simple ends, people often remember only
effects, other elements, such as the bad times. If the good times are
complete sets, were elaborately what are remembered, they will
miss each other.''
planned and constructed.
Gondry and Kaufman ponder
''For Joel's apartment, they shot
part of it in a real place with an whether they would opt for such a
exterior and cars going by and then procedure if one were actually
·
they built an exact replica of it on a available.
"Well, I would erase embarrasssound stage," Kaufman said. "And
every time Michel would try to go ing moments such as when you
to the bathroom, be' d open the meet a friend you don't see for a
door and there was nothing there. long time and you call them by the
You would just sort of forget where wrong name," Gondry said. "But
you were."
then you wouldn't remember and
"I remember at one point early you'd be calling them by the wrong
on, I was wondering how to tell the name every time," Kaufman said.

From Left to Right: Kate Wins let, Michel Gondry and Cha rlie Ka ufman take a break on the set of
'Ete rna l Sunshine of the Spotles~? Mind.'
By Jamie Murnane
who had an idea, kind of a concep- damaging" memory erasing proceA&E Editor
tual thing, of sending people cards dure, to do the same. How's that
Have you ever wished you could that say 'You've been erased from for revenge? Surprisingly, the proerase a painful memory from your this person's memory and don't cedure begins to have the reverse
effect on Joel, and he starts to fall
mind- wiping out its existence as call them,'" Kaufman said.
"Michel came to me because he in love with wild Clementine all
you know it? When a relationship
liked
the
idea
and
wanted
to
see
over again. But, Lacuna's Dr.
ifl
ends, those involved often say they
Mierzwiak (Tom Wilkinson, In the
wish they never met their ex- but was interested."
The idea instantly sparked an Bedroom) and his trio of assistants
the consequences are never thoroughly considered, since, of interest between Kaufman and (Kirsten Dunst, Mark Ruffalo and
Gondry, who had worked together Elijah Wood) have already started
course, it's impossible. Or is it?
Thanks to screenwriter and before on the 2002 film Human to put Joel through erasure.
Nature.
Kaufman was intrigued to There's no turning back-but perAcademy Award-nominee Charlie
Kaufman (Adaptation, Being John write the screenplay. but since he haps there is starting over. The
Malkovich) and renowned music was wrapping up Adaptation, it result: the most original and unpre. dictable story by Kaufman yet.
video director Michel Gondry took him nearly three years to.
When Joel Barish, played by -an
The film is what many believe to
(Bjork's "Human Behaviour"), it is
now possible to erase unwanted uncharacteristically dramatic Jim be Kaufman's second jaunt into the
Carrey,
fmds
out
he's
been
wiped
mind. The first was Being John
memories-at least for the characof
his
ex-girlfriend Malkovich.
ters in their latest feature film, out
Clementine's
(Kate
Winslet)
life
"I guess that 's where I fmd
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
1
I
try to
and mind-he contacts Lacuna, the myself- inside my mind," he said. Kate
Mind.
during a strange medical procedure in 'Eternal Sunshine .'
"Michel had a friend in Paris institution that offers the ''brain "My experience with the world is

Vintage styles return for spring 2004
BY !loris Oad1yan
A&E Ed~or
It's where sexy meets sweet,
where trendy chic meets the good
old-fashioned '50s, where very
hot-pink polka dots meet some
very old school Converses and
where a very masculine shade of
pink meets_a very, urn, masculine
kind of guy.
Everything's girly this season,
even the "man blouse," and the
colors and styles of spring 2004
scream bright, bold, feminine and,
well, manly.
"In the past, (pink) was always
translated as feminihe, but the way
it's dorie this season is in a very
masculine way," said Jennifer
Uglialoro, public relations manager for H&M in New York. "So
even a very masculine, masculine
man will not be · uncomfortable
wearing a pink shirt."
This year, fashion takes on an
entirely new focus, taking us
through a neo-retro back-to-thefuture kind of ride. Matching is
certainly not an option this season,
and scarring cliildhood memories
of ruffles and bows are resurrected
once again. But, one look at the
material they're paired withsatin and very lacy, grown-up
styles such as the very feminine
baby doll dress, worn alone or
paired with jeans or capris-is
anything but childish.

Ranging from sorbet colors such
For both men and women, pumps and a pencil skirt. The
as fuchsia, strawberry, and various sporty styles such as the track happy-go-lucky theme of the seashades of yellow and pink, the col- jackets, trainers with sweatshirt- son is evident in the different fabors are acid and luminous. All style tops and Adidas-inspired out- rics, shapes and colors that are
across the board, brighter stripes fits are low-key and bright, yet seen around stores.
and brighter shades are key this also versatile. Wristbands made of
The '80s nautical look is back in
spring, with greens that come in different materials, as well as other the mix as well, from minis to halevery variation from
ter tops, to tank tops,
soft mint to kelly
to bathing suits.
green.
The
double"Right now, our
breasted mini trench
inspiration is the
coat is back, resur'50s and '60s-lots
rected from the days
of ruffles, lots of
of AI Capone and
feminine details,"
yellow journalism,
Uglialoro
said.
only now the new
"Everything
is
look in trench is fabupdated from last
rics such as suede,
year, but I have to
giving a fresh persay that most of the
spective on a very
old classic. Retroclothing has transfeminine,
flirry
ferred over from last
dresses inspired by
season. It's just a lit'30s and '50s paired
tle more updated, a
with prints in tiny
little more sexy.''
polka dots as well as
The skirt is back
in-your-face dots are
and hotter than ever.
well, huge, along
Pencil skirts, microcan1e
mini~ wi~ pleats, Urban Outfitters mod-meets-flapper spring collection on with the colors and
stripes of the season.
tenrus skirts and d isplay at 935 N. Rush St.
knee-length styles·
And even though it
whatever the length, the look is sports-inspired acc~ssories, are snowed just the other week, hey
it's Chicago-the temperature will
defmitely vintage vogue. The hot.
According to Christina Fraga, be in the 80s by tomorrow. It 's
materials are soft and subtly printed through the bodice, and paired store merchandiser for Urban time to bring out the pinks, the
with cardigans and with a lacy Outfitters in Evanston, lll. , the polkas and the ''man blouse.'' Here
tank or a shrunken jacket, the look look is Grefl$.e-sty!~such as are some of our suggestions to
says romantic, but casual.
track j~ck~ts·:.pa~d,·with casual make this spring as gender-neutral

as can be:
Essentials for women:
-Cardigans and twin sets
paired with lacy tanks
- Short shorts and capris that
come in different lengths
- The nautical look: anything
with an anchor-red and white
stripes, sailor hats, nautical stripes
for both tops and accessories.
- Headscarves: versatile, can be
tied around the head or waist or
neck
- Bows, ribbons and ruffles
- A print vintage clutch bag,
anything with big rose prints and
tropical flowers
-A shrunken jacket in suede or
jean worn with skirts
-Anything in stripes or polka
·
dots
-Off the shoulder tops, halter
hops, and halter dresses
Essentials for men:
-Tailored clothing, anything
with mesh detailing incorporating
green, pink, yellow, pale blue
- Board shorts
-Colored polos in fluorescents
and pastels
- Anything in a Hawaiian print
-Military inspired wear in
camouflaged cargos
- Damaged jeans
- The "man blouse"-striped
button-down tops in light shades,
paired with vintage jeans.
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Taking away the Super Size
menu calls only for, well, a double order of the large fries.
Apparently, this phenomena
has even inspired Super Size
Me, a documentary featured at
the Sundance Film Festival with
a guy who ventures out on a
fast-food escapade to find out
why we are overweight. He eats
only McDonald's food for one
month, three times a day, and
doesn't ask to Super Size anything unless he was asked if he
wanted to Super Size anything.
Apparently, the results led to
him
suffering
headaches,
depression and a lack of sex
drive.
Thanks a lot, man.
This just in: A diet of
McDonald's will make you sick
and gain weight. Well, if you ate
that much of anything you'd get
sick anyway, even if you ate lettuce and celery all day, and
nothing but lettuce and celery,
you'd
still
get
sick.
Let's be realistic here: This is
all just a big part of our nature.
We enjoy doing things to ourselves that harm us. So big deal,
eating burgers makes you fat if
you eat them three times a day,
every day, for a month. We all
know no one goes to
McDonald's to eat healthy.
There isn't one damn thing you
can fmd to eat on that menu that
will help you maintain your
weight or lose some of it. Even
their salads are fu ll of
McCholesterol and their ranch
dressing is, well ...
Anyway, you still carmot give
us the choice and then take it
away.
It's all just a big conspiracy to
get people who eat more than
average to buy two large fries
instead of ordering a Super Size
item.
So, hungry people who want
just a little more than a large
order of fries will end up buying
more in the end, eating fries
they carmot even stomach by
that point, so no one will ever
have the chance to be healthy,
ever.
It makes no sense. It's not
right. I'm not "Iovin' it." And
what makes it worse is that by
the time it's my tum to order a
Big Mac at 4 a.m. on Sunday,
they'll ask, "will that be all?"
and I'll just kinda fumble for
words and say, uum, ah, no,
actually, can I have two large
fries?"

Lounging on the couch in the
fantily room Sunday night with
a Big Mac, Super Size fries and
a super extra large Diet Coke
(I'm watching my weight,
thanks), a song from fifth grade
day camp suddenly popped into
my head:
"A ... Pizza Hut, a Pizza Hut I
Kentucky Fried Chicken and a
Pizza Hut I A Pizza Hut, a Pizza
Hut I Kentucky Fried Chicken
and a Pizza Hut I McDonald's,
McDonald's I Burger King,
Burger King and a Taco Bell I
McDonald's, McDonald's."
(It came with an interpretive
dance and hand movements you
had to learn in order to sing it
correctly.)
Yeah, I was a fat kid and that
was one song I remembered
quite well. (And fat for many
years, ntight I add.) But it didn't
matter. As long as McDonald's
was still around, it was all good.
Which is why McDonald's
recent announcement that its
Super Size food and drinks
· menu will no longer exist by the
end of 2004 makes me kind of
sad.
The statement alone makes
me sweat calories away. How
can they be so cruel to a nation
that loves ·to economy size
everything? Costco. Sam's
Club. Economy size bottles of
mass volwne gel for bigger hair.
All-you-can-eat
buffets.
Economy size bottles of Advil
for ntigraines. Muhwnba-jwnba
size SUVs.
Americans love comfort. We
get nervous at the thought of
small things. We hate when
there's not enough of something. Sure, Europeans are in
better health and will live longer
than we will, but, well, there's a
lot of psychology behind all of
this, a lot of damage that can be
done to the American psyche.
Taking away the Super Size
menu will inevitably bring confusion to the nation-after all,
isn' t the democratic state of our
country entitling us the full right
to go ahead and pull up to the
drive thru and order the Double
Quarter Pounder, Super Size -ddadayan@chroniclemail.com
fries and two apple pies at 4
a.m.?
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For the first time in the two years she's been a full-time artist-in-residence at Colwnbia's Dance Center
1306 S. Michigan Ave., Erica Wilson-Perkins is perfornting her solo piece, " Past/Future-Never Presen(" on
campus. The dance is part of a series called "Fight Water" for which Wilson-Perkins has been collaborating with other artists. Before her Dance Center debut, Wilson-Perkins took some time to talk to The
Chronicle about her work.
The C hronicle: Can you tell me a little about "Past/Future-Never Present"?
Erica Wilson~Perkins: [We start] with a video installation-it'll [cover] the span of three rooms and it
w1ll mclude v1deo footage that will be included in this "dancwnentary," which is a collection of images .
o.ver the course. of a year about this process- all the inner workings of it, though ...
I m working w1th five d1fferent collaborators. Nine in total, but five very closely. Shelly Masar, Joshua
Hamson, L1dd1a Stevens, myself and my dear friend, who calls herself "Current," Amber Lewis. We've
just collected around each other with different disciplines like music writing portrait art and so on and created this thing.
'
'
The performance-a solo work- is coming out of a series I've been working on called " Fight Water"
where.I've created seven differc:nt chapters over a course of ty;o years. I've choreographed them ar~und
the M1dwest regton from D7tro1t to W1sconsm, into Colorado, and each one of these different companies
has a d1fferent chapter of th1s. So, 1t was brought to my attention, "Erica, you should do a solo concert."
And I thought "hrrurun, how is this thing coming about?" But, then all of a sudden I thought the shoe fit
'
so I thought, "OK, that 'Fight Water' didn't feel quite finished."
When this came about I was like, "I guess there is something else left to say." And, I hadn't daiiced in any
of these so 1t was time for me to kind of speak again, I guess.
C: Have you ever performed a solo piece like this before?
EWJ>:.Of cour.se, solo works were included in my company work with Counter Groove Dance Company
based m DetrOit. But not an.entire everung's wo.rth of work. So, this should be really interesting. It's really
fun, and I have a lot of creattve friends around me as well so it should be interesting. So this piece is entitled "Past/Future-Never Present," and it's looking at all those ideas: time, space, energy. And those words
suck now because they're stale words, but it is really truly looking at that and how it all works within a
spa,ce. So, in the end, it's sort of a live studio recording audience effect as we go on with the process. Now,
we re at the performance aspect of the whole dancwnentary and that will be video recorded live as well as
video projection from previous things ... the manipulation of set and sound and everything is impromptu.
C: It sounds really mteresttng.
EWP: Yeah, it sounds like a lot, but in the end, it will all line up. It's not a story about a dancer it's a
'
story about how we go about this landscape of life.
C: How long have you been the full-time artist-in-residence at the Dance Center and how did you get
·
involved with that?
.
EWP:. Two years. I was at the American College Dance Festival Association, one of these places here in
~e M1dwest, te.~chmg at the ACDFA. -a huge conference. So Jan Erkert came up to me and was like
Who are you? I was teachmg my Jazz class, and I·had Colwnb1a College on my reswne but it was actually Columbia C<;>llege from South Carolina, so she's was like, "I would have known you." So we started
up our conversahon from there. Then, I came out and did a couple of residencies for [what] is now the
R~ertory Performance Workshop. And Bonrue Brooks was right in the ntidst of coming in and taking over
chatr, and I guess there was a good v1be there. So, she called me up-! was at Wayne State in Detroit at the
t1me-and she asked me if I'd like to come to Chicago. So I said, "Hey, I'm on the move. I'm bohentian I
can do that."
'
C : So when did you first start dancing?
EWP: At 14 years old, and at 15 I started teaching it, so it was kind of a mix. I came from a gymnastics
background and was trymg to be a really senous gymnast and was very involved in that so it just fed right .
mto dance.
·
C: Are you working on any other projects right now?
EWP: Yes, with Barefoot Productions, which also has alumni from Colwnbia. These three ladies have this
company, and I've done a couple things with them. Upcoming is a thing called "Static" which will be in
July. I've also done " Piece by Piece," something that they did that was a collaboratio~ between a writer
and anothe~ performance artist. ... I'm choreographing at Stephenson High School. I love community
more than JUSt the stark dance company. I love to do community work.
C: What IS It about dance that mtrigues you?
EWP: For me-and~ hate to say. this because it's getting. a little cliche--but it's the moment of the thing.
like lettmg the body l~ll and ~l:"g on muscles and dealmg with that, seeing where you can catch it and
b~g 1t back-so that s what mtngues me-the movement, not dance. I don't know if anything really
mtngues me about dance, I think it's just movement.
·
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Local CD compilation benefits War Child
ev Jennifer Sabella
Staff Writer

The soft lighting and chic atmosphere of
the HotHouse on March 17 may be typical
.of the cool club at 31 E. Balbo Drive, but the
event
was
anything
but
typica l.
Columbia's own AEMMP Records held a
CD release party for their Safe in Sound CD,
which is a compilation of local and not:solocal talent benefiting War Child U.S., a
nonprofit group dedicated to helping children in war-torn countries worldwide.
Columbia senior Lisa Young is an arts, entertainment and media management major concentrating in music business who works for
AEMMP. Young was involved in the selection
process for the album and became passionate
about War Child and what it stands for.
" I definitely think this is a positive thing,"
Young said, "because you never hear about
the women and chi ldren, you only hear about
the war itself. War Child raises awareness and
is very focused on international grass roots."
Singer and songwriter Jason Bay le of
Lombard, Ill. is part of the compi lation and
performed at last Wednesday's event. He
donated his songs and all album proceeds to
War Child and AEMMP, because he said the
opponunity alone has been great for him.
"There are a lot of people in the world that
need help. If I could do something as easy as
putting my music on a compilation," Bayle
said, "that'$ a no-brainer for me."
The soulfu l singer took th'e stage for about an
hour and had the crowd of nearly I 00 relaxed
and
enjoying
the
show.
University of !llin.ois at Chicago student
Nicole Bowen attended the event that she
heard about through friends.
"It's a really cool atmosphere and the performance was really good," Bowen said.
AEMMP is a nonprofit student-run record
label at Columbia. Founded in 1982, the label
gives music business students a chance to
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Jason Bayle performs as part of a CD
release party on March 17.
experience working for a record label
allows unsigned artists to get their
recorded
and
AEMMP found War Child to be a good cause,
because not only is it helping children through
crisis, but it uses entenainment as a way to
spread the word of its goals. War Child U.K.
has a very large following and has recently
released albums featuring David Bowie, Paul
McCartney, Coldplay and Avril Lavigne.
Although War Child U.S. has just begun, the
local artists are proud to be a part of it.
AEMMP will have a showcase featuring musicians that appear on the Safe in Sound CD
the Metro, 3730 N. Clark St., on May 2.

glory days on

Field Museum' allows glimpse into imperial life of a Chinese FrrlnPrnrl

Bv Maria Raynes
StaffWriter

The Field Museum brings
a feast of a history lesson to
Chicago with "Splendors of
China's Forbidden City: The
Glorious Reign of Emperot
Qianlong." Many of the
almost 400 artifacts have
never traveled outside the
walls of the Forbidden Cityturned-Palace Museum in
Beijing.
The exhibit allows viewers a glimpse inside the pul>lie and private life of the
extraordinary man who ruled
more than 300 million people for 60 years. During his
reigq, Emperor Qianlong
(pronounced che!lyen-Ioong)
~llec~ed
many things,
mcludmg 40 wives. A sam!Jie· of his I 0,000 porcelain
snuff bottles are displayed
along with many of the nearly one million art objects in
his ·private cqllection. In
addition, Qianlong was a
designer, a poet, a scholar, a
critic, a prudent diplomat
and a skilled hunter.
Co-curators Chuimei Ho
and Bennet Bronson have
organized an in-depth study
of these attributes. .Ho and
Bronson have delivered a
focused exploration of one
of China's most famous
emperor's of the Qing
Dynasty, who held · the
Imperial Throne from 1736
.
A.D. to 1795 AD.
The first room reveals a
scaled model of the
forbidden City, opening
around the comer with a representation of the throne
room, with the actual
Imperial Throne bearing the
official
symbols
of
Qianlong's court- a carved
five-clawed dragon and a
velvet
cushion
where
Qianlong sat. By law, no
one in China was allowed to
wear yellow or use the five-

(
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clawed dragon, wiless given
permission by the emperor
himself.
Only three of Qianlong's
40 wives were elevated to
empress. They all lived in a
hierarchy set forth by
Qianlong and detailed in. the
recreated "Formal Banquet
for the Emperor and two
wives." The tables were elevated according to a' wife's
rank, and deteiDlined what
she could eat and designated
her dishes by color and
design. The pristine imperial
-wife's chamber creates ll fan• tasy of a woman confmed to
ceremonial groornlog and .
delicate
beautification.
• These women were forbid-·
den communication with
their families and had little
contact with the world outside the palace.
There are a few examples,
however, that point to a less
restricted life for the consort.
Although it was rare for a
ruler of that era, ' Qianlong
valued
athleticism
in
women. One of ihe many
silk paintings displayed
depicts a young woman riding alongside Qianlong on
horseback. Presumably on a
hunt, she hands him an
arrow. A poem Qianlong
penned to his beloved first
wife Xjaoxian (sheeyowsheeyen) many years after
her death offers a softer, less
sterile peek into the relationships he kepr with his wives.
The strict convention and
precisioll with which even
mundane tasks were carried
out at the palace were underscored by an ornate iapestty
of art. poetry and crafil;manship commissioned and
authored by Qianlong.
The silk paintings in the
exhibit range from the hunting exhibition of a youns,
fearless
Qianlong
to
Qianlong as Buddha. One in

particular, by Jesuit artist
GiusepJll:
Castiglione,
"lmpenal
Banquet
in
Manchu Garden", sets the
stage for the style Qianlong
traveled in. During the !50
trips he took throughout
China to keep in touch with
fortification and irrigation
projects, to hunt and for
leisure, Qiaolong brought
red lacquered carved picnic
baskets· complete with a silver wine pitcher, and cloisonne enamel cups to dine iti
proper elegance. He was
also accompanied by a folding writing desk of z itan
wood with gilded copper
alloy fittings. Hand pamted
books on flowers and brushes of animal hair, gold, barnboo, and ivory stand in a
glass case with an air of
divine inspiration.
Each piece in the exhibition leaves the impression of
one man's inherent sense of
entitlement to rule successfully over a vast land, to
et;1joy the richly layered life
of a renaissance man surrounded by beauty.
Treasures· such as an 8foot gold, wood, silk, glass,
turquoise, lapis, and agate
"stupa" built in memory of
bis mother, ornate 4 foot
high elephants made of gilt
copper and precious stones
that function as incense
burners, the famed I 14.5
centimeter jade sculpture
"The Nine Elders of
Huichang," and steel and
wbite jade swords with
names like "Frost Clear" and
"Bright Moon" beckon from
separate rooms.
Ttckets for the exhibit
including general admission
to the museum are $17 for
adults, $14 for students and
seniors, and$ 8 for children
ages 3 to 11. For general
Field Museum information,
.
call (312) 922-9410.

<773) 472-277:1.

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

BUCK BEER
FREE POOL

~~~~~~==========~

Tha• doys.lt's ,.,.,.shing to see a ploce whe,. top
manogement haSII'r changed in a while.
We think you'tllilce lt. Join us this Sundoy a w.
worship In tiM faith and fellowship of Jesus Christ

Join us during the Lent Easter Season
Christ the King Lutheran Church, ELCA
Worship with the Holy Communion every Sunday at 70:00 o.m.
Lenten Bible Study "Women of the New Testament: Mary Magdalene,
Lydia, eta/." every Thursday at 6:00p.m. (February 26 through April B)

7S32 S. Michigan Ave. (just south ofOld St. Mary's)

Students Welcome!

312.939.3720 Reverend Scott Chinburg, Pastor
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity

Gina's
424

w~ofir

Homemade 1/2 Pound Burgers, Baked Submarines,
Turkey Burgers, Salads, Italian Beef, Soups~ Hot
Dogs, Croissiants, Omelettes, Gyros, Chili Cheese
Fries, Chicken Gyros, Pizza Puffs, Spinach Pie,
Chicken Nuggets and many more items.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

He wanted it all•.•

but he got more than he bargained for.

anew comedy by

Kevin Smith

S~op

by The Columbia Chronicle Office
623 S. Wabash
Room 205
Chicago

today, March 22nd, during regular office hours, and pick up a
complimentary pass (admit two) to attend a special advance screening of
"Jersey Girl" on Wednesday, March 24th.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.
Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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'Dead' good enough to sink your teeth mto
Bv Allam J. Ferlngton
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'Axe' affects mating rituals
0

Company gives guys upper hand in singles scene

Coornef1tary 8ior

By Matthew Jaster

"You've got to shoot them in
the head to make sure they're
dead," explained scblock-meister and horror effects guru Tom
Savini in a brief cameo as a
Sheriff at the beginning of Dawn
of the Dead. "And then you've
got to bum the bodies."
Remakes of classic horror·
films have a bad track record in
Hollywood, owed mostly to the
formulaic sanitization of classicelements in orqer to appeal to
the less than savvy teenage market that consumes them. Plot
points, story arcs and characterization are often stripped awa.y to
make time for insipid one-liners,
.
and copious amounts of stage
blood. Most movies would fall
prey to this, effectively putting a Zombies terrorize the streets of Milwaukee in 'Dawn of the Dead'.
bullet in the head of the source incorporating the apocalyptic ele- siveoess.
Rhame's world weary policematerial in order to increase their ments of Romero's original script
box office revenue, but Dawn of to cast a gloomy pall that settles men aside the rest of the characthe_D_ead isn_'t so -~uch a remake eerily over the remainder of the ters quickiy become as shuffling
rutd interchangeable as the zombie
as 1t IS a re-unagmmg of George film.
Romero's zombie magnum opus,
Upon returning home exhausted· hordes terrorizing them. There are
and it manages to work well with from her shift at the hospital, flashes of development, but they
the elements it retains.
· Milwaukee nurse Ana (the con- occur so rarely as to only serve as
As the predecessor to films such _ summate Sarah Polley) wakes the W1 emotional catalyst for the
as Resident Evil, 28 Days lAter · next morning to discover the ani- inevitable consumption· of the
and the abominable House ofThe mated and decaying remains of characters that express them.
D,ead, the original Dawn of the her young daughter tearing out her
A caveat: Much furor has been
Dead set the standard for zombie husband's throat in a murderous made over the decision to alter the
films when it was released in 1978 fit Bloody and shaken, Ana nar- zombies from shuffling corpses
not only for its purely gory pres- rowly escapes from the chaos of into spry cannibals. There is ho
entation and_ dark humor, but_ ~lso ~er. sub~rban neig~borhood shuffling or moaning here. These
bec~use_ of 1ts terse and. sattncaJ
t~flJc~ed wtth th_e mystenous zorn- zombies jump, climb and sprint in
eluc1datton of the growmg con- b1e v1rus, rwuung her car off of their lust for human flesh .and it
s~eris~ that was sweeping the . the road before meeting up with works well with Snyder's ~turat·
nation ltke a plague. The remake Ving· Rhames and a handful of ed
kinetic
style.
Certai n
effectively wears the story down other survivors who proceed to sequences seemed almost nauseatto its bare bones, retaining the sequ~ter themselves in a nearby ing due to the use of quick cuts
sub~rban mall as th7 film's maio shoppmg mall.
· .
and jumpy handheld digital shots,
se~ng, but any wh1ff of cheeky
Most of the screen tune here is but their presentation is minor.
This is by no means a great
soc1al c~mmentary has been dis- Poll~y's, rutd while she doesn't
.
film, and it certainly doesn't come
carded m o,rder to. accornmodat.e provide anything approximating
for the ftlm_ s mass1ve body count an Oscar·w~rthy performance, she close to topping Romero's origi·
and energet1c·act10n sequences.
manages to break the mold of nal incarnation. But as a visceral
J[)awn's opening minutes set the actresses in horror films, instilling and frightening train ride it has
stage nicely, with first-time direc- deft touches of humanity and self· more than enough st~ to be
tor Zack Snyder competently reliance into a role usually typi- worth your money.
tied by blind hysterics and impul-

A&EEdnor
If the books How to Succeed
With Women or Romance for
Dummies aren't enough to get the
average single male into the dating
game, there's always deodorant.
While popular brands such as
Speed Stick and Right Guard concentrate on keeping men "fresh"
and "bold," Axe Effect is taking its
job as a male deodorant company
one step funher.
The company - offers loads of
useful information to help single
men across the country solve the
dilemma
eternally-perplexing
associated with the dating game.
Axe company policy prohibits
employees from being quoted. The
Chronicle discussed the services
with a company spokesman in a
recent e-mail interview.
"Axe is all about g iving guys the
edge in the dating game," the
spokesman said. "We wanted to
give young single men the idea of
where the best places are in
America for hooking up."
Recently,
Axe
Deodorant
released the results of a nationwide
survey that rated the best and worst
cities in America for the dating
game. The study was based _on a
wide variety of figures from·
sources such as the Census Bureau
and the Centers for Di sease
Control and Prevention. The criteria was complied by city experts at
Sperling's Best Places-a website
that profiles cities across the country.
Population, coffee shops, concerts, bars, gift bearing and exercise were some of the factors in the
survey. The results said some interesting things about the state of dating in this country.
" I'd say if you're young and single, a college town is the place to
be," the spokesman said. "Don't
just think big city, the college
towns have a huge population of
18- to 24-year-olds and a large per-

centage of singles."
Due to the large number of this
demographic at the University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, was No. I
overall in the ranking.
Some other notable results from
the survey include Ann Arbor
Mich., as the largest percentage of
singles compared to overall population and San Jose, Calif., as the
city with the most concerts.
CQlumbia, S.C., has the most lingerie shops per capita.
Some obvious results include
Seattle as home to the largest number of coffee shops in the country
and jewelry is most often purchased as gifts in New York. But
the question still remains: What do
deodorant and hooking up have in
common?
"Guys need to know that wherever they are, women expect a guy
to smell great," he said.
"Smelling badly means lonely days
and nights. If he smells great, he
will have more confidence and a
better shot at getting the girl, which
is what Axe Effect is all about."
Ac~ording to the survey results,
however, this confident single man
won't have much luck here in
Chicago. Hooking up in Chicago
isn't exactly the ladies man's paradise either, with only 49 percent of
the single guys and girls in the city
getting together. The real mystery
is how Ohio made the list multiple
times with cities like Cincinnatti,
Cleveland and Toledo.
Last fall, it conducted its first
annual survey for the mating game.
Some interesting stats: 20 percent
of girls and guys said they've met a
person they eventually go out with
more than once at church. Sixtyfour percent of girls encourage
fooling around in a place where
they can get caught and 83 percent
of guys encourage girls to strip for
them. Who knew deodorant was
capable of such rerreshing infor- mation?

For mor-e information visit
www.theaxeeffect.com.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

Stop by The Columbia Chronicle Office
623 S. Wabash
Room 205
Chicago
today, March 22nd, during regular office hours, and pick up a
complimentary pass (admit two) to attend a special advance screening of
"The Prince & Me" on Wednesday, March 27th.
Passes are available while supplies iast on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person.
Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.
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A&E's 'Airline' flies high
0

Chicago's Midway International Airport plays host as air travel gets the reality treatment

Ladies and gentlemen, buckle
your seat belts and keep all trays
in the upright and locked position . Please stay seated on the
couch until the captain has turned
off the program. Filming for the
second season of. the airportbased reality show "Airline" is
expected to take off within the
next two weeks.
As hectic as traveling may be,
no one stops to think that every
move they make while standing
in line at the security check point
or checking the ir bags would be
caught on film for all of America
to see-until now.
Thanks to the A&E network
and Southwest Airlines, millions
of people nationwide can experience the excitement, unpredictability and even frustration of
airport travel without leaving
their couch. "Airline," the hit
show filmed at Chi cago's
Midway International Airport and
Los
Angeles
l nternatiortal
Airport, shows viewers the ins
and outs of just how frustrated
travelers can get-and how the
airline's employees deal with
them.
"A&E approached Southwest
and said that they and a production company from England were
working on developing the story
for the U.S.," said Christine
Turneabe-Connelly, a spokeswoman for Southwest.
Southwest was intrigued by the
novel idea of following hordes of
disgruntled travelers and frantic
airport employees around-when
people stop being nice and start
traveling. As exciting and fresh as
the concept seemed, it isn't exact-

ly original.
" It's actually been airing on a
channel in England for a number
of years-like six or seven--and
they were ready to bring it to the
U.S., and they picked Southwest
because they know of our reputati on for customer service,
doing the right thing and doing
some fun stuff as well and breaking out from the mold,"
Turneabe-Connelly said. " Of all
the airlines, Southwest was the
one they wanted."
Anita Herbert, a Southwest
Airlines customer service supervisor, is one of the main characters on the show. For the first
time in her seven years with the
airline, she's being recognized
nationally for all her hard
work--even in the grocery store.
" I was waiting in line just like
normal, and a lady kept staring
and I was like, 'Why is she staring at me?'" Herbert said.
"Then she said, ' I am so sorry
but I watch thi s ' Airline ' show;
Courtesy Southwest Al~lnes
are you the lady on the ' Airline '
show?' And I was like, well, yeah.
Then, when I went to Texas, I got Southwest Airlines is featured in the new reality television series 'Airline' on the A&E network.
that a lot. Even today, I think
about three customers walked up frat boys and sorority girls Jiving make mistakes if you' re a little teenage boys trying to track down
to me and said, 'Aren't you on in million-dollar mod homes or nervous about what you're doing. Eminem were questionable.
The first season of "Airline,"
mediocre singers brutalizing a There's kind of a nervous enerthat show?'"
gy-and not just for us, but kind which took 12 weeks to film, is
When filming for the first sea- Tina Tuner song.
" Initially it was difficult to get of overall- initia lly it was kind of still airing on A&E at 9 p.m. and
son began last summer, no one
knew what to expect. Herbert's used to a crew of four to five peo- scary because we didn't know. I 9:30 p.m. on Mondays.
As the second season will be
ple
fo llowing you around for mean, nothing is rehearsed, it's
life was suddenly rerouted from
filming soon, be sure to look and
hardworking customer service rep eight hours, but you tend to get just the way it is."
So, pilots, flight attendants and act your best next time you go to
to famed hardworking customer used to it after a while," Herbert
service rep. Because there are said. " I think 1 got ·used to it after airport employees really do have Midway. Anyone could be the
still important jobs that need to be about two weeks into it. And, of to take care of drunken old men next ufamous" traveler.
For more information, visit
done, "Airline" may in fact be course you' re always on your Ps trying to board planes, screaming
one of the most reality-driven and Qs no matter what you do, children already on the plane and www.aetv.com.
you're
really
on
your
P's
and
demanding
passengers
who
think
but
reality shows on television-no
Q's then. Sometimes, you tend to they could fly the plane. But, the
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'Caveman' continues to .
conquer theater box office
0

Rob Becker returns to Chicago to discuss gender issues

By Matthew Jaster
A&E Ednor

ater town in the country and people would
know better than to see something like
Every other commercial lately seems to this."
Despite all the negativity, Becker was
feature Rob Becker stomping around on
stage, spear in hand, in his one-man selling out show after show, and word-ofBroadway
show,
" Defending
the mouth was spreading across the country.
Caveman." What staned out as a small The real test came when he took it to New
comedy routine in clubs in San Francisco York City.
"One producer I had lunch with told me
has become an intcmational hit, and Becker
that it would never work in New York
has his audiences to thank for it.
"I owe my audience everything," Becker because word-of-mouth doesn't work in
said. "Word-of-mouth is the reason I've New York," Becker said. "I found this surprising since people are always telling me
been able to do 'Caveman' this long."
Becker staned developing the idea in what to eat and what to see in New York
1987 and it took him four years to sit down City. The producer told me that people will
and write the show. The story is about the offer advice but their friends just won't lis;
many differences between men and women ten."
More than 700 performances later it
and how the two genders can't seem to
remains the longest-running solo play' on
understand each other.
Broadway.
When it was first released, the idea of disSoon, the show had taken on a life of its
cussing relationships in a comedy routine
own, and Becker had the opponunity to
wasn't popular, Becker said.
"The idea of saying that men and women watch other actors perform "Defending the
are different was pretty radical back then " Caveman."
" It was a little freaky at first. After five or
he said.
'
"Defending the Caveman" was released six minutes of having to adjust, I got used to
before the urge to share your feelings with the idea of watching the show as a member
your panner became a cultural phenome- of the audience. It's like the difference
non. While at first it was difficult to get between ~ooking a meal and eating one,"
press to cover the show, that changed once Becker satd.
Becker said he realizes he can't carry
people became obsessed with self-help
books and talk shows that dealt with rela- around the spear and toss underwear around
tionships. Becker had created something the floor forever. He's ready to move on to
amusing that couples across the country another production that will deal with how
mothers and fathers parent their kids differcould relate to.
"My wife Erin and I would mention . ent ly.
"You're constantly on the defensive as a
things to other couples we knew," Becker
said. " I'd ask them if they noticed that father," Becker said. "I'd like to do a show
called
'Cave Dad ' that deals with the wild
things were very different between the
experiment of raising children. It's not writsexes."
The. show deals with everything from a ten yet, but my agent wants it right now."
For now, Becker continues his performman's refusal to ask for directions to a
woman's need to discuss her feelings. Sex is ances of"Defending the Caveman."
The
one-man show is a great place to stan
another great topic, focusing on the completely different set of guidelines instituted in that never-ending quest to understand the
opposite sex.
by men and women in the bedroom.
" If we would spend more time trying to
It took plenty of hard work and perseverance to keep "Defending the Caveman" understand each other, the re lationship
becomes more fun," Becker said. "You stan
going year after year.
" When we tried to go to Dallas, they said laughing when you're trying to figure each
other
out, and you' ll get along a lot better."
it was a new age thing from San Francisco
For more information about Rob Becker
that nobody will want to see," Beker said.
"In Philly, they said it was a white-collar or ""Defending the Caveman ·· visit
show and Philadelphia was a bl ue-collar w·ww.cavemania.com.
town, Chicago was the second biggest the-

Flash cards with 'mad' appeal
By Candace Comer

Stiff Writer
"Of course he gets mad play. He flosses
a dope ride and a phat grip of bling. He's
not riding around in some broken hoopty
like you are."
OK ,
so
maybe
this
doesn' t make
sense to you.
You might not
be "da bomb"
just yet, but
with
new
S I a n g
Flashcards,
you may be
able to get hip
with the scene
and help out a
friend or parent who is still
trying to be
"groovy."
S I a n g
Flashcards are
a creative coll abo r ation
between
Jen
Bilik, art director, writer and editor; Krista
Barriger, head of research; and Eric
Giovanola, designer. They are the creative
team behind Knockknock.biz, a Venice
Calif.-based company that specializes i~
original and quirky gift ideas.
" [The cards] are a funny collaboration of
a conservative fonnat not really seen after
elementary school, with hip, of-themoment kinds of slang words," Bilik said,
The deck features 60 cards with some of
today's popular slang words guaranteed to

get you in with what the kids are saying
these days, faster than you can say "fo'
shizzle."Retro drawings, pronunciations
definitions, synonyms, and a sample sen~
tence are on the other side of the cards.
"The general feedback has been overwhelming.
Teachers
have called
about ordering them for
their classes,
and
some
people are
getting them
for
their
g r an d pare n t s "

Giovan~la

said.
The company
has
sold about
20,000 decks
since
the
cards were
introduced in
October
Couttoo~ Knockl<nock 2003.
Starting
April I, there
will be a four-week wait for www.wishingfish.com or Knockknock.biz to "hook you
up" with a deck.
Knockknock's site has a "store locator"
for finding the nearest place to find Slang
Flashcards. The cards run between $10 and
$11 and are available at www. wishingfish.com, www.uncommongoods.com, and
Knockknock.biz. They also are available
at retail stores nationwide, including some
Bed, Bath, and Beyonds.

· All Submissions are due no later than Apri/20
• Students are only eligible to enter work
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Britney back in spotlight one more time
0

Suicide message in latest video is latest controversy

uncomfortable with these treatments
due to the potential for a fictional
accidental occurrence to be misinterpreted as a suicide."
The video is to be directed by
David LaChappelle whose surreal
photographs and videos often are
considered controversial.
The debate rages over whether the
original video script was an artistic
expression or a dangerous endorsement of suicide.
"In today's ·society, I don't think
it's needed," Christian Reed, a kinesiology freshman at Louisiana State
University said. ''I don't believe it's
her idea, it was the directors. But if
she had any input, she should be held
accountable."
Opponents of the video feared
Spears' portrayal of suicide could
possibly push some viewers over the
edge.
Ingrid Rudh, an English junior at
LSU, said she docs not see the artistic justification of the video.
" I would think she shouldn't,

because even if it is true to life, whiCh
it is, if there was a small possibility
someone could get an idea from it, it
is not worth it at all," Rudh said. " !
don't sec the good that could come
out of it; it's not giving anyone
hope."
Others do not think Spears is doing
anything wrong in utilizing her artistic license.
"There are a lot of other shows out
there depicting violence," said
Lauren Allen, a biological sciences
freshman. " It depends on who watches it. If you know it's j ust TV or a
video it is not a problem."
Alisha Eiland, a communication
studies junior, said she feels sympathy for Spea{S.
" I feel sorry for her [if] that is how
she wants to express herself," Eiland
said. " But kids shouldn't be exposed
to anything she puts out anyway. It's
an anistic statement, not just controversial."

Slighty maim your
television this spring
By Amina Sutbedand
Daily Californian (U. Califumia-Bert<eley)
For those with cable or satellite TV-whether it's stolen or
paid for with a pound of tlesh-MTV is letting us all know
spring break is here. Get ready for body shots, wet T-shirt
contests and underage drinking. It's time to throw down the
books and get messed up.
The days of Spuds McKenzie and Ft. Lauderdale arc gone.
Nowadays, the hip place to be is Mexico, and if you can
afford airfare, Cancun is where it's at. Next week, show after
show will teach how to get a serious sunburn, shame members of your extended family and pray for absolution once it's
all over. Spring break is pac1caged into convenient, commercial-break-fi"iendly, 30-minute morsels of low-fat goodness.
Even your grandma knows, ''what happens in (insert site of
debauchery), stays in (add aforementioned place)."
But the question arises: AJe the kids having fun doing stuff
they want or are they in a desperate race to imitate every teen
movie they've seen? If just thinking about mimicking
Hollywood makes you scoff, odds are you're already
involved in the re-enactment of images you've been exposed
to for years.
Television is a parasite, sucking up our originality then
spewing it back in our eager linle faces. Sometimes, even real
life seems hokey because we're jaded by cheesy-ass movies.
The other day a girlfriend drove to a guy's house to return
some books. As she drove away from his house, he ran after
the car, waving for her to stop. Realizing he was going abroad
and would never have this chance again, he got in the car and
kissed her. This was either a unique breakdown of inhibition
on the guy's part or the result of watching one too many
episodes of"Dawson's Creek." We owe this guy some crcd if
it was an original idea, but it's hard not to think Say Anything
or Sixteen Candles had something to do with it.
The things we see on television just can't live up to real
life. The little moments that never make a script are the ones
which become the memories we hold on to the most.
This spring break, wean yourself from the cyclic relation:
ship you have with your television. But pace yourself. If you
have health insurance, go ahead and try to bust a move you
stole from Usher. Or if you're feeling a bit naughty, drop in a
TV catch-phrase such as"... for me to poop on!" Oscar Wilde
said, "Life imitates art far more than art imitates life." Yet I
really can't consider the crap on television these days art so l
say, "Screw Wilde!"
Television should be your unauthorized biography, not the
other way around. Next week, throw off the yolk of the tube
and make an ass out of yourself all on your own.

Spears is currently touring the United States to promote 'In the Zone.'

By Kjm Moreau
Spears then overdoses on pills, or at least
The Reveille (Louisiana Stale)
it is made to appear that way.
Britney Spears' latest video is causing a
Through a series of choppy camera
firestorm of controversy before it has even s hots, viewers would have seen the bathtub
been filmed, and it's not for the reason overflow and Spears sink her head underviewers might expect.
water, with a bonle of pills on the
According to MTV.com, the script ~ ledge with the cap remove~.
for Spears' next video did not feature
But after· several websites published the video's plot, controverscantily clad gyrations but rather
sy ensued. Spears was accused of
what appeared to be the si nger suecumbing to suicide.
MISIC
glorifYing suicide and sending out
In a video treatment Iea~ed to
an irresponsible message.
MTV.com, "Everytime," to be directed by
. Within three days of the article appearDavid LaChappelle, was going to follow tn~ on MTV.com, Spears had changed her
Spears and a boyfi"iend through a run-in mmd and was removmg scenes from the
with the paparazzi.
vtdeo.
After a scuffie with photographers trying
A statement on Spears' official website
to check-in to their hotel room, the couple explams that the apparent overdose was
finally makes it inside, but only to get into meant to be an acctdent.
The statement s~id "Britney Spears was
an argument.

A Tta.litiu t( tJ, !ndJ Lful tt(e,
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· Over 50 brands of Imported and Do!li8Stic Beer!
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·Cable/Din!ct TV -Watch your favorite sports events
on our 70'TV

·Oily Food &Drink Specia~

·Great Menu
·Open f1r looch -Call ahead lor Pick-up Orders
· Available for Parties
-And. of course_The Best Burgers in Chicago!

WorM famous Buffalo Wings
I~ Beers on Tap
Open late hours
7days awee~
Surnlay-friday ti~ 4AM

Saturdays till5am
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Come enjoy our

mouthwatering SfJecials
616 S. DEARBORN
CHICAGO, IL 60605
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS

Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn S I 0-$125 fo r Surveys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit
www.cash4students.com/columcol

1 Washington and

Shore
7 Ob1aln
10 Plunking sound
14 Routinized
15 Lion's name
16 Stood up
17 Locomotive
18 Suburban
Chicago college
20 Think alike
22 ·on Golden
Pond' stars
23 Vocalized grunt
26 'Gentle _ .
27 Fruit cock1ail
brand
28 Dog Star
30 Angler's pole
31 Anar words
34 Polynesian
1sland group
35 Iridescent gems
37 Wager
38 Numskull
39 Caddie's carry
40 Nest no1se
42 Actress Ruby
43 Ships' tillers
45 Vast multitude
46 Acoustic organ
47 Bread choice
48 More minute
50 Kernel
51 Small creature
52 ClaSSified
53 _ emptor
56 Baleen whale
food
58 Sconish port
60 Share a book
pro1ec1
64 Dross
65 Theater sign
leners
66 Thyroid
treatment
67 Racer Peny
68 Put a strain on
69 Stupefied state
1

2
3
4
5

DOWN
Conk out
Travel stop
Pester
01va's number
Dangled like a
sword?

$1,500-$3,000/MO. PART TIME!!! FORTUNE 500
COMPANY!!! SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!!! WORK FROM
HOME!! ! CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW : 312-566-0910.
Get the "bleep" out of the cold! Mexico/Carribean only $125
each way all taxes incl uded . Other worldwide destinations cheap.
Book on-line www.airtec h.com or (212) 21 9-7000.

6 Multi-speaker

7 ~::~~ent
8 Slippery fish
9 Stupid person
10 Former plum

.

Solutions

3 :l N v ~ l
3 N I a o 1
.l I a 3 0 :J
I
11 Lady's mate
s a v• ~
12 Greek peak
l:i 3 I N 3 3
13 Teacher's
3 a l:i a H
· favorites
19 Has the right to .l 3 3M .l
s ,
speak
.l 3 9
21 Honored
o a I. a o
23 Positive aspect
3 , o
24 Premium quality
s v aN 0 ~
25 More cozy
27 Don Garlits, e.g. .l s ~ n H Vj
29 Act dovish
0
3 s Ol:i
31 Portugal's
d 0 , d
l

••

,,,

peninsula

32 Transferred
property

33 Web-tooted
rompers
36 Singer Tillis
41 Carried the day
44 Driver's license
requirement

~

3
l

s
!)

v

X >I l
0 ~ s
N3 3 a
)I
l v
a 3 3
3 A l:i
Vj , 3 H
1
" 9
d 0
v
N0 A
3 9
3 3 ~ !)
3
3 N
.l n
!)
S H

.N

~-

a

,
3
3

49 Bring out

50 Worsted cloth
53 Wine barrel
54 Skillfully
55 Cutlet meat
56 Fort In
Kentucky

,

,

3 , A )I
v
s
~ 3 9 v
3 II V :l
s
~
3
3 3 a
0 I a I
0 Vj v s
:l 0 ~ d
H9 n
!)

"

"

19 N 3
VN I
VN 1 a

~

57 Clytemnestra's
mother

59 P~cher"s stat
61 Racket
62 Business abbr.
63 Place to drive

Pari s ................ $426
London ...... .. .. ... $264
Mexico ...... ...... . $315
Buenos A i res .... $394

from

A1r. accomm & tra nsfers

Lonoon
$620 cAncun
7 night hostel accomm.
From:

Iwww.statravel.com ~~
All Areas! No Brokers!

1-877-FOR-RENT
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1100 Nord!S<;ac;e St.
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This month at The Field Museum's newly
refurbished]ames Simpson Theatre
Gillespiana Suite Wltb Jon Faddis
and "Africa'' a World Premier
by Slide Hampton

The James Simpson Theatre, with new seats providing greater
comfort, increased accessibility and updated acoustics, is a
premier venue for special events at The Field Museum. The
revitalized space is now wheelchair accessible. The aisles
have been widened, handicapped seating has been added,
and a crossover aisle has been created for further accessibility
and flexible crowd circulation. An upgraded sound system
allows for better control and enhanced acoustics. Enjoy
these and many more events throughout the yea r at
The Field Museum's James Simpso n Ttieatre.

Join the Chicago Jazz Ensemble for an
exciting evening with trumpeter Jon Faddis.

Known for his range, playfulness and
discipline, Faddis will perform the Gillespiana
Suite. Faddis will also conduct a world
premiere by trombonist Slide Hampton.

Friday, March 26, 8 p.m.
130, members 126

An EvenlngwitbAnchee Min

Green Chicago Weekend

Discover the compelling story of Chinese·born

This program highlights environmentally

author Anchee Min. Hear how the propaganda

friendly options for business, institutions,
homeowners and individuals. The weekend

of Chairman Mao's regime forced her into

opens with a keynote address by a leading

the spotlight - and subsequently out of Chinaproviding a dramatic backdrop to the American
success of her best-selling memoir &dAzalto.

practitioner whose work over several
decades has focused on incorporating
green principles into design solutions.

Krjnott Addras: Engin«ring th< SUJtoinoblt Built

Wednesday, April21, 7 p.m.
&served Seals 124, members 122
General Admission 120, members 118,
students/educators 115 (limited capacity)

Ent~ironmml: From tht Mztrrplan to tht High-RUt

Guy Boitlt, Enginttrond Founding Portntr, Bottlt McCarthy

Thursday, April 22, 7 p.m.
120, membm 118, students/educators 115

New State-of-the-Art Indoor Parking Garage. Just steps from our main entrance. Early Bird Parking before 9:30 a.m.
For ticket reservations call 312.665.7400.

T~ield
useurn
1400 South Lake Shore Drive • www.fieldmuseum.org

Undergrou
Mi<:::higan Basement
on.- Tfiurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3
ial·s

22,- March 26

iri~. w;at~rcr,~ss. napa cabbage, pea pods, water chestnuts

sprouts, carrots, noodles, peanuts, ginger sesame dressing

Sandhich, Small Soup $3.75
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City Beat

Plates may mean more
than a licensed vehicle
0 Proposed bill identifies drivers with DUis
Minnesota Law School.
~Dana Jaw
tribUiing nter
Mothe rs
Against
Drunk
Driving recommends license
A bill before the Illinois
plate impoundmen.t laws like the
General Assembly would estabo ne in Minnesota, McKinney
lish a new class of eye-catching
said. The organization has not
license plates on the highway to
endorsed Mendoza's bill, howevidentify drivers convicted of driver, because they said it is too gening under the influence.
. The
bill,
proposed
by eral. The group would like to see
several amendments to the bill
Southwest Side Rep. Susana
such as time limitation, fines for
Mendoza (D-Chicago), would
driving without proper tags and a
. require Ill inois drivers convicted
provision for other family memof driving under the influence
bers who might use the vehicle.
three or more times to display
Mendoza indicated that her bill
brightly-colo red license plates.
"Some judges are granting is still in its "infancy stage" and
leniency to drivers convicted a will likely require several amendthird time of driving under the ments before it is able to move
o ut of committee. She said that
influence and letting them continue to drive. Other dri vers should because the bill originated from a
request, advocacy
know that that person has a habit citizen's
of not following the law," groups like Mothers Against
Drunk Driving were not consultMendoza said.
ed.
Despite decreases in recent
Beth Kaufman , a spokesdecades, alcohol-related crashes
remain a problem, particularly woman for Illinois Secretary of
among drivers who have previous State Jesse White, said the bill
convictions for drunk driving. raised concern for offenders'
According to statistics from the families. " If the person has a
National Highway Traffic Safety spouse or children that drive the
Admini strations, more than car we would have concerns
17 ,()()() fatalities resulted from about their privacy," she said.
For others, however, concerns
alcohol-re lated accidents from
about privacy are outweighed by
2000 to 200 I.
In all, 1,118 d rivers' licenses the need to get drunk drivers off
were revoked in 2002 for a third the road. John Moulden, presidriving under the influence dent of the National Commission
Against Drunk Driving, a nonoffense,
and
profit organizati on focused on
583
drivers'
reducing impaired driving, estiIicenses were
mated that only one
revoked for
in 1,000

McKinney,
executive
director of
Mothers
Against
Drunk
Driving
of Illinois.
Mendoza said she was
pro mpted to write the bill after
fielding a request from a constituent who had been to Ohio and
noticed brightly-colored license
plates on the cars of Ohio drivers
convicted of driving under the
influence at least o ne time.
Nationwide, Minnesota and
Ohio currentl y have specia l
license plate laws. Oregon and
Iowa had laws that were repealed
in 1994 and 1995, respectively.
The O hio law, which the
Mendoza bill is modeled after,
requires that drivers with one or
more driving under the influence
offenses be issued special red and
yellow plates. However, a bill currently before the Ohio legislature
would revise the law so that only
repeat offenders are required to
display the brightly-colored plates.
Minnew ta, which has had 8pecial plate laws on the books now
for more than 45 yean, issues
plates that have a series of letters
and numbers that allo w law
e nforcement officia ls to know
whether the driver of that vehicle
may have a histo ry of driving
while intoxicated. Since 1992,
the state also hu required that
plates be impounded arter the driver's second conviction, with
new plates iuued after the reJIU·
lar plates rej~lstered to the vehicle
are Impounded. Such • move
reduces recidivism slgnincantly,
IIC(;{Jfding I<J Steve Simon, a clln·
lc• l pwfe1sor at the Unlveulty of

ers are ever caught.
Deterrents are the key to sto pping
drunk drivers, he said.
"Embarrassment and social
sti gma is a good thing. It helps
deter people from drunk driving.
If a wife has to put up with the
supposed stigma of driving
around [with special plates] then
hopefully she's going to pay a little more attentio n to her husband's behavior," Moulden said.
Mendoza is also concerned for
the offender's family, but said
that such a side e ffect is one that
she can live with.
"We're talking about three convictions," she said. "People should
be trying to work with their family
members so that they don't get
convicted that third time."
Four other Ill inois representatives--two Democrats and two
Republicans- have signed on us
co-sponsors of the bill.
S ubstan ti ve Ho use bi lls und
bills from lust year are due out of
commi tu:e this mo nth . Mendoza
1aid she doesn't expect her bill to
make it o ut of committee before
the dead line, but she plana to con·
suit with advocacy ifoups, amend
the bill and be ready to move on It
in the next few months.
" I' ll be ready to move the bill
when I think It's the best bill to
muve forward, and I won' t move
It until then,'' she said.

Tribal art in the city
0 Collector brings authentic art from around the world to the South Loop
By Rochelle Ruuo
Staff Wnter
Michael Cacioppo admits that
selling his finest tribal art pieces
is a difficult, but necessary task
to become successful as an elite
art dealer.
"If you want to have any kind
of a reputation you really are
pressured to sell your best
pieces," Cacioppo said.
Cac ioppo is the owner of
· Cassiopeia Fine Art, a store that
specializes in tribal art at 330 S.
Dearbo rn St., located in the
Madonock Building. Cacioppo
chose his in the South Loop in
1994 because he said iris close
to his major clients and the Art
Institute of Chicago.
"I'm staying here for a reason," Cacioppo said. "The city
architecture tours come here, and
as a result of that, a lot of
Europeans
come
by
and
Europeans are historically the
great tribal collectors."
Authentic tribal art generally
predates World War II with the
exception o( pieces from the
1980s, . originating in · Ghana.
Tribal art ~·aries from textiles and
jewelry to bas kets and sculptures. One o f Cacioppo's earliest
pieces comes from the Nok people who originated in modem
Nigeria in 500 B.C.
"Not worrying about the
mo ney, but worrying about good
service is what makes all the difference in this business,"
Cacioppo said. He said he tries to
keep the arrogance out of hi s
business that art galleries tend to
have.
" I am in the service industry,
and it's not just about the pieces
I'm selling," Cac ioppo said. " It's
about the way you treat people."
Cacioppo acquired a love for
art and collector 's tendencies at a
very young age. He said he
remembers going to the arcade in
Riverview in 1964 where he
would change a dollar for a couple of Merc ury head dimes .
Mercury, the Greek god of speed ,
was the. head on U.S. dimes
before the c urrent Roosevelt bust.
''The Merc ury head dime was
really wonderful because it was a
representatio n of mytho logical
being," Cacioppo said. "My unc le
gave me a coin board, so I started
collecting those and then I got
into Greek and Roman coins, so I
was a collector early on."
Cacio ppo originally wanted to
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Michael Cacioppo accquired this communal water vessel with tribal markings on it six months ago. It is currently for sale i!J his gallery.
deal solely in African art but was killed honorably, the animal
later broke out into different was not in any kind of environregions due to magnificent mental distress, and every compieces he said he could not resist. ponent of the animal was used by
" If you look at the established the people."
ethnographic dealers, almost all
Cacioppo acquires his authenof them deal in many different tic tribal art from a combination
areas," Cacioppo said . "And of traveling, working with other
these things travel together. If collectors and dealers and
you go to the Art Institute there's through museum references . He
a section that has the p~e has acquired pieces from Tibet,
Columbian next io the African the Himalayas, South America,
next to the Asian. There's a rea- Mexico, Congo Basin, New
son for that."
Guinea, Ghana, India, Indo nesia
Cacioppo said he has not had and other regions.
any problems with shipments,
Cassiopeia sells , on average,
partly because he is very selec- one piece a day. Prices range
tive when picking pieces to pur- from $10 to $22,000, he said.
chase, and he use_s an expeditor, a Cacioppo said he favors muse um
paid individual who deals with quality pieces, but sees mo re
the documents at customs. He interest in starter pieces for dealwill not purchase ivory unless it · ers who are just beginning. These·
is well documented, he said.
pieces move easily and benefit
" My thinking," he said, "is that the seller, which is what!
if you're looking at a piece of Cacioppo said he attempts to
ivory that's 200 years old, that · achieve, thereby bcnefititlg
was at a time when the animal everyone.
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In 2002, there was a 22 percent increase in requests for
e mergency shelte r in C hicago,
a nd a 35 percent increase for
families, according to Dworkin.
But a bill being passed
th ro ugh the Illino is Gene ra l
Assembly would create a
statewide pool o f money to set
up re nta l subsidy programs with
landlords fur low-income te nants, ideally e liminating tho rising number of evictio ns.
"The bill is mode led a fter the
proaram
in Ch icago,"
Dworkin sold. She said the re Is u
wultin11 list of landlord& wuntln11
to portlclpotc In the pro11rum.
The bill would benefit tenants
thut ore ca rnlnJ~ Iess thnn 30 per·
~cmt or lesx than the oren median
Income or len than n $ 19,000

annual household income.
Illinois county recorders
would collect an additional $10
fee when recording real estate
docume nts, such as the purc hase
or sale of rea l estate. The funds
collected would be dispe rsed
througho ut the state, but wo uld
also increase funds in the
C hicago program.
According to HUD, more tha n
o third of Americans struggle to
meet housina costs eac:h month,
420,000 of which nrc Illinois
families that arc payina more
than the recommended level of
30 percent of their Income.
The C hlca11o Department of
Plnnnln11 and Dovclopmont'a
wcbaltc Hats 35 comtnunltlca,
out of 77, whc"' "'"t for a tWO·
bedroom apartme nt falla Into the

affordable range for the median
Chicago ho usehold income.
''There needs to be ways to
stabilize tenants in housing,
inc luding subsidies for low·
income tenants and subsidies for
emergency situations so people
do n't get evicted," Bartlett said.
" It's 11 lose-lose situation- the
eviction process takes a certain
amount of time and oftentimes the
tenants 111'0 not
to ptly just
because they arc evicted," he said.
"And tenants got a bftd credit rat·
and they lose thelr home."
Bartlett auaaested the best
way tenAnts can protect them·
sol ve~ Is to put any problems In
wrltlna. Alao, he said to do~lop
aood communication with tht
landlord and nnd out what t~
lawa a"' In the aru.
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he barely won his home ward," leader. Obama is well-educated
Clark said. "Dan Hynes only won and more in line with progressive
four wards in the city out of 50. and social issues," Donovan said.
That's not a very potent
But the race for Senate isn't over
machine."
for the Democrat, as Obama now
But, Clark also said the has to face Republican challenger,
machine isn't dead just because Ryan, who avoided the media's
of Hynes ' loss. However, it is full-court press on his divorce.
severely crippled.
Although the party's voting
Hull's loss, on the other hand, numbers were low in Illinois,
can be attributed to how he han- Republicans selected Ryan by a
dled the media's attention of his considerable margin of 36 per"messy" divorce and prior drug cent. Trai ling Ryan was millionuse. According to
aire-milkman Jim
Clark, Hull selfOberweis with 23
imploded,
not
percent and State
because of the
Sen.
Steve
Rauschenberger
divorce, but by the
with 20 percent.
way he dealt with
the
criticism.
Additionally,
C lark
said
he
Clark said the way
believes
Illinois
he handled his perRepublicans don't
sonal past showed
him as weak and
really vote in the
primaries. But come
less significant.
their
November,
Furthermore,
numbers
will
Illinois voters are
increasingly leanincreasingly swell,
making Ryan a
ing away from
close contender for
millionaires who
the Senate seat.
seem as if they can
Barack Obama
Therefore, Democrats
buy seats in public
are going to have to step up voter
offices.
behind registrations in their voting
factor
Another
Obama's victory was his cam- precincts.
paign
television
ads.
In
But financial planner and South
February, Obama began running Loop resident, Julia Auburg, who
voted on March
television spots that
16, said she doesfeatured the daughter of late senator
n't
think
the
Paul Simon endorsRepublicans stand
ing Obama.
a chance in the
Simon, who was a
city.
"! think the
politician with nearelection [general]
ly 50 years of expewill come out
rience ranging from
legislator to senator
overwhelmingly
was generally seen
Demo cratic,"
. as an unabashed libAuburg
said.
eral. He ran for
"There's not many
president in 1988
Republicans
in
' and was known for
Chicago."
his bow ties, deep
If Obama were to
voice and spotless
win in November,
reputation.
he could swing the
Jack Ryan
When Obama got
current Republican
the Simon family endorsement, control of the U.S. Senate over to
it created comfort for voters both the Democrats. Furthermore, he
' in Chicago and dow nstate, would be only the third Africanaccording to Clark.
American in the history of the U.S.
. "It attracted a level of people not Senate to hold a seat in the Senate,
·even thinking of voting or were at according to Clark.
. first behind Hynes," Clark said.
Nationally, Illinois played fol· "People began thinking 'Why vote low-the-leader in the democratic
· for Hynes when we could get candidates' presidential race.
· Simon?' Those ads cemented the Sen. John Kerry took 71 percent
' turning point for Obama."
of the democratic vote and John
According to one voter in the Edwards, who conceded in
7th District, Greg Donovan, February, received only 10 perObama's campaign ads are what cent. The general elections will
won his vote.
take place on Nov. 2.
"Obama is like Paul Simon
- Jennifer Go/z contributed to
who was a good, strong, honest this report.

0 Clark Street designed to be a three-lane road under Roosevelt Road
By Jeff Danna
Ass~lanl City Beat E<ilor

Construction at tlie intersection
of Clark Street and Roosevelt
Road is scheduled to begin the
week of March 21, in an effort to
alleviate traffic congestion,
resulting in traffic detours at least
until the end of the year.
In conjunction with the construction, Clark Street will be
closed between Polk and 15th
streets, said Brian Steele,
spokesman for the Ch icago
Department of Transportation.
"Right now ·.. the [ClarkCharles KushneriThe Chronicle
Roosevelt] intersection sits up on
a viaduct structure," Steele said. Temporary lights have been placed at the intersection of Polk and
"Our project is going to rebuild Dearborn streets where Clark Street traffic will be rerouted.
Clark underneath Roosevelt."
see at a typical intersection."
vehicular and pedestrian flow."
The projc:"ct ··will reconstruct
But with the construction also
Business owners at the PolkClark Street as a three-lane road, comes detours.
Dearborn intersection said they
with two lanes heading southAccording to CTA spokes- aren't expecting to see any major
bound and one heading north- woman Ibis Antongiorgi, the changes in traffic flow in their
bound. Ramps also will be built northbound No. 24 Wentworth area once construction begins.
for both northbound and south- buses that run along the closed
"It's just something we're
bound Clark Street to allow driv- section of Clark Street will oper- going to have to live with," said
er access to Roosevelt Road.
ate via Cermak Road, Clark Eve Kronen, managing broker of
Steele said the Clark-Roosevelt Street, Archer Avenue, Polk Coldwell Banker's Printers Row
intersection is one of the busier Street, Dearborn Street and then office at Dearborn Station, 47 W.
intersections in Chicago with back to its original route along Polk St. "So it takes us five minapproximately 50,000 vehicles Clark Street.
utes longer to get to the office ...
passing through it on an average
The southbound No. 24 We can't get our panties in a
weekday.
Clark Street and Wentworth buses will run along bunch."
Roosevelt Road are both "arterial Polk, State and Clark streets,
Paul Barry, owner of The UPS
streets" that each carry a large Archer Avenue, Cermak Road Store, also in Dearborn Station,
and back to the open section of said he thinks the detour might
volume of vehicles, Steele said.
While Steele said the road con- Clark Street.
attract business.
struction is not tied to the develDrivers who would normally
The alternate route will send
opment of the Target store at the use the portion of Clark Street more people past the store who
South between Polk and 15th streets will might not have known it even
intersection,
Near
Planning Board President and be directed east to State Street, but existed, he said.
Barry also said that since the
Executive Director Bonnie they may opt to use any of the
Sanchez-Carlson said the Clark- other major roadways, such as installation of the temporary stopRoosevelt construction will ben- Canal Street, Wabash Avenue or light, he has noticed drivers being
efit the area once the department Michigan Avenue, Steele said.
more cautious when traveling
store is complete.
...-------------,,------, through the intersection.
"A lot of people use the
"So it takes us five minutes
While Clark Street will be
Roosevelt-Clark intersection," longer to gel the office ·... We closed during the renovations,
she said. "It will have a major can't get O)ll',pantles in a bunch." Roosevelt Road will remain
impact on how people get
,
"' .
open during the the project.
through the area .... The South -Eve .Kronen, managing bro
. ker Steele said he expects the reconstruction of the Clark-Roosevelt
Loop is in need of a more northof Coldwell Banker's"Printers
intersection to be complete by
south-east-west connection."
Steele and Sanchez-Carlson
Row ojfi:i:e [ffDearbom Stq;io_n the end of the year, depending
agree that with the Target store L------"--"-.::C...-----"----' on weather conditions.
Some of the east-west roads
"Any time that you can ease
comes th e · possibility of
increased traffic, and the restruc- between Clark and State streets traffic congestion and improve
turing of the intersection will are being used as connecting traffic flow at one intersection,
help ease the traffic flow.
routes between those two major it's going to have an impact on
"The South Loop neighbor- roads. In an effort to help ease surrounding intersections as
hoods have really experienced expected congestion caused by well," Steele said. "So not only
exponential growth over the past the detour, a temporary stoplight will people traveling through
several years, and that has result- was installed at the intersection Clark and Roosevelt see a beneed in more traffic," Steele said. of Polk and Dearborn streets in fit, people on the surrounding
"This project is intended to help front of Dearborn Station.
streets-on Wabash, on Canal,
"That stretch of Polk-essen- on Michigan ... [are] going to
ease traffic congestion and also
to reall y improve safety for tially between Clark and State- see benefits as well."
motorists and pedestrians. By will be serving as part of the
For more information regardmaking Clark a thru street and detour route, so it's going to see ing the construction, visit the
eliminating the intersection, some more vehicles," Steele CDOT website at www.citywe're reducing a lot of the con- said. "And we want to use the ofchicago.org/Transportationl or
flicts-vehicle to vehicle, vehicle stoplight to control those vehi- call the city's 311 information
to pedestrian- that you would cles, and obviously help both hotline.
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Evictions up 50
percent, some
blame ecomony
0 Funds available to help those facing eviction
~ Jennifer Golz

. Beat EdtOI

came BergagnafThe Chronicle
Melissa Gracia, 14, of Manuel Perez Jr. Elementary School, is the winner of the Chicago Tribune
Chicagoland Spelling Bee Championship Finals, March 16. Gracia will travel to Washington,
D.C., in June to compete in the 77th Annual Scipps Howard National Spelling Bee.

The Metropolitan Tenants
Organization saw a 52 percent
increase in telephone calls on
their hotline regarding eviction
notices in 2003- 538 more calls
than the year prior.
Economic troubles including
hig h unemployment rates, as
well as raising rent costs are
contributi ng factors, said John
Bartlett. program director of
MTO.
"People have now taken on
rent burdens that are too much,"
he said. " In 2002, people were
paying 40 percent, or more than
a third of their income to rent."
The U.S. Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Deve lopment has suggested that
no more than 30 percent should
be dedicated to housing costs,
including utilities.
The median household income
in Chi cago is $38,625, according
to figures from the 2000 U.S.
Census. If spending 30 percent
of one's inco me, this would
leave only $965 a month to be
spent on housing costs. To afford
this. an individual would have to
earn $ 18.55 an hour working 40
hours a week, meaning a mini-

mum wage worker ($5.50 an
hour) would have to work 135
hours a week.
"If 40 percent of income is
going to rent and something
goes wrong, not even job loss
but automotive or medical
expenses come up . . . it puts
[someone] into where they have
no room to pay the extra expense
and rent-it doesn't take long to
bundle up before it' s an eviction," Bartlett said.
Chicago has resources to aid
those who may face eviction.
According to Julie Dworkin,
associate director of policy for
the Chicago Coalition for the
Homeless. the Chicago Low
Income Housing Trust Fund provides emergency rent or mortgage assistance for those who
can demonstrate they are at risk
of becoming homeless.
"People are living in apartments way beyond their means,
sometimes at 70 to 80 percent of
their income. If you lose YOI!V
job there is no cushion tg.rftlll
back on, and for low wage
incomes, there's a higher risk of
eviction and homelessness,"
Dworkin said.

See Evictions, Page 34

Obama sweeps Dems Senate race; Ryan leads pack for Republicans
By Kwame Abasl Patterson
Associate Edt01
South Loop voters overwhelmingly voted for U.S. Senate candidiate Barack Obama-who
received 82 percent of the 2nd
Ward's Democratic vote- in the
March 16 primary, in an effort to
steer away from machine politics.
One of the most highl y contested and expensive U.S. Senate
races in hi ~tory, Obama beat out
six other democrats, including a
multimilli onaire and a machine
politician,
only
to
face
Republican chall enger, Jack
Ryan. in November ·~ general
elections.
With more than 90 percent o f
Illinois' voting precincts tallied
March 16, Obama took in 54 percent o f the primary's Democratic
votes.
Surprisingly,
State
Comptroller Dan Hynes, who
wa~ expected to take the lead,
came in second with only 23 percent of the vote.
Millionaire candidate Blair
Hull, who wu thought to be an
early front-runner in the race.
spent almost '30 mill ion of his
own fu nds o n his ca mpaign.
However. Hull fell short In cnn\lituent \Upport after the media
blitz uf his 19<J8 divcnce.
Political pundit and president
of the Cmn munity Medi a

Works hop at Columbia Thorn
Clark said Obama won the primary based on his clean campaigning, prominent endorsements, positive politica l record,
better organizing and ability to
unite voters.
"A Midwestern state elected a
progressive, mu ltiracial. attractive candidate who achieves for
every corner of the state despite
millions spent by millionaire
who thought they could buy the
public office," Clark sa id.
"Obama ran o n a statue o f a
grassroots ca mpai gn."
Obama. who raised more outof-state money than
other
Democrati c candidate, attracted
support thro ughout the state. But
surprising ly, his ability to gain
the supporl of downstate progressives is what ultimutely won
him the election.
According to curly rcpnrts,
Obamu wus expected to get
Chicago's bluck vote. But C lark
said black voters were distancing
themse lves from the se nator
because they beli eved he was
neg lecting their communities.
Meanwhile. Obumu focused
mo11t of hi s cumpnlgning down•
Stille In order to uttruct white llbcr·
als. Unfortunntely. t!lhcr candl·
dates vyin!l for the Scnutc seut did·
n' t cnn~:entrnte on the city's biuck

voters either, leaving ethnic communities to jump on the Obama
bandwagon late in the game.
Additionally, Clark said based
on hi s record, white liberals were
for Obama even before the race.
When the war in Iraq first began
in March 2003, Obama spoke out
aga inst it. He also supported civil
unions. which could be interpreted as support for gay marriages.
And as a legislator, Obama has a

positive record for working on
the nation 's top three issues: prescription drugs. health care and
education.
" In a time of discouragement
in politics, [Obama] understands
and recognizes people's issues.
And that attracted the progressives," Clark said.
Furthermore, Hynes, who was
backed by most of Chicago's
political powerhouses, wasn ' t

able to rally support in the city
because of resentment toward
machine politics.
Ironically, Hynes lost key
wards that he was expected to
win. In his father's ward.
Committeeman Thomas Hynes.
Dan Hynes had only about 2.000
more votes than Obama.
"He lost badly in the state. and
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The campaigning may have juat ended for the Illinois primary, but aome .,. alrtldy focualng on tMif
ll,.teglee for the November general elections.
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